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- Oscar Wilde from The Picture of Dorian Gray

“

“

Actual life was chaos, but there
was something terribly logical in
the imagination.

I

At the start of this semester this magazine was just two people sitting in a room staring
blankly at each other, wondering what in the world they had gotten themselves into.
Thankfully, those two bewildered souls were not as alone as they had thought. They had
an entire team of dedicated editors behind them, as well as the strong leadership of Jana
Kasperkevic, the previous editor-in-chief, the wise guidance of Roslyn Bernstein, our
advisor, and the inspiration of Joseph O’Connor, the Fall 2009 Harman Writer in Resident. They also had a brand new creative team: Michelle, Erica, and Helen, who lovingly
organized all this chaos into a more exciting, structured, tangible form.
Despite a financial struggle mirroring the economic uncertainty of the outside world,
this issue was able to come together in one piece. Amidst all the frenzy and confusion
emerged a magazine that we are more than proud to put forward.
This semester marked the largest number of written submissions in Encounters’ history,
which goes to show that there is an essential need for a creative outlet, especially in times
of great economic difficulty in a business-minded school such as Baruch. And we hope
that this outlet continues to thrive and remains available for students long into the future.
There is a certain beauty within chaos that inspires us all, and leads to the creation of new
ideas. So we encourage you to let a little bit chaos into your lives –– it may just inspire
something wonderful.
Enjoy!

Viktoriya Syrov
Editor-in-Chief
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Tower
BARUCH COLLEGE, MANHATTAN
SEPTEMBER 11th, 2009
For James McCarthy, Roslyn Bernstein, and my students
New York in September,
The Fahrenheit’s high,
The Vertical Campus is scraping the sky
And the sun over Lexington’s
Howlingly bright
And the heat-shimmer’s playing
Strange tricks with your sight
And the yellow cabs scurry
And white busses scream
While up from the subway
Blast great vents of steam
So that Marilyn’s ghost
Has her skirts blown aloft
But the breeze down on Gramercy’s
Subtle and soft.
Park Avenue’s roasted.
Third Avenue’s broiling
And guys selling hot dogs
Are valiantly toiling,
Aromas of shish-kebab, cheeseburgers frying,
And guys peeling onions and happily crying.
Down on Orchard Street, look, there are ghosts; you can see ‘em
Through the age-dusted windows of the Tenement Museum:
Emigrants, refugees, runners-away,
Many from Ireland, still coming today.
And the East Village girls
And their curls and their tresses
And their long, lithe limbs
In their calico dresses,
And Italian old ladies of various ages
Fanning their faces with magazine pages.
And the night can be humid and tropical-showery,
O’er the dimestores of Chinatown, the dives of the Bowery.
September is here, but the weather still swelters,
Down in Tompkins Square Park and the homeless men’s shelters.
New York in September,
It wears a bikini,
Sinatra, Lou Reed, ragamuffin, Puccini.
The temperature’s roaring,
The yellow cabs screech,
All around you the soaring of Manhattan speech.
‘Yo Bro…Que paso?…Wuzzup, dude?…Sayonara.’
Accents of Africa, Queens, Connemara.
It’s bebop, it’s Gershwin, the bluesman’s howls,
A whole city dancing calypsos of vowels.
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A cool Pakistani looking smooth in Armani,
A Mexican busker, a rapper of rhymes,

Down on Broadway and Grand, with a crucifix in hand,
There’s a street-vendor selling the New York Times.
And a beat-cop from Brooklyn
Is chewing the breeze
With a guy in a dress
Hanging down to his knees,
And by Grand Central Station,
Trading honks with a train
There’s a dude from the Bronx
Playing John Coltrane
On a saxophone gold as the ochre of the sun
As it sets on the harbor where the ships came in
From the countries of famine and murder, to be free,
Now he’s playing ‘Gentle Jesus, Just a Closer Walk With Thee.’
And I’m here with my loved ones,
My boys and my wife;
We’re a long way from Dublin,
Its sorrowful joys,
And the temperature’s merciless,
Still it’s exciting,
Researching a story
I want to get writing,
And where would you find it?
Baruch’s brave pizzazz,
Its slangs and its languages, throbbing, sweet jazz,
Down on hot 23rd
A Congolese Reverend Mother
Gives food among the hungry:
‘Every poor-man is my brother.’
Mohicans in leather and wannabe stars
And smooth Puerto Ricans in very cool bars
On the Lower East Side, someone drawls: ‘It’s all good’.
Handsome firemen are flirting with girls from the ‘hood.
So much life, so much color,
A riot of talk,
So much zest, so much honor,
In their words, in their walk.
New York in September.
It wins every bet.
Then you notice the date Never forget.
September eleven
Is a rumor in the sky,
And you’re here in a college.
As people hurry by
You look down on black streets
From a room in a school
Where they asked you to teach
In two thousand and nine
When the world had its sorrows
But the students came still
Like the better tomorrows.
— They always will.
There are days when they are drowning.
Your hardworking scholars.
Breakerswept. Waterlogged.
Eyes streaming with typographies.
In billows of facts. Dazed by work and reading.
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A manatee dipping. A fluke-whale beached.
Look around you – there are books enough already.
Silting past in inky murk,
Barnacled with their frustrations But then there are the days when they swim.

Through depths of pasts. The old, graved tiles.
Through everything written in water.
Through Atlantics of stories, by the corals of a thought.
Love poems. Tracts. Archipelagos of facts.
Sentences scratched. Reports collated.
The small things recorded, for no other reason
Than a fellowship with the possible; a faith-keeping.
To say: there are importances.
Other solidarities; versions.
We are not here to be advertised-to, or lied-to, or to hate.
To grub in dark spaces, afraid of ever knowing.
We are here to be better. To know more deeply what we are.
Old maps. Forgotten bindings. We too are bound.
I do not wish to be alone. I wish to learn.
‘God is a library,’ John Donne wrote.
He shall gather us together. We are enfolded.
The metaphor tolling; it deepens; an echo,
Like the ohs in ‘John Donne’. Sonorous. Resonant.
God is a college in Manhattan.

A DJ downstairs. An old professor staring
As the sophomores stalk the café like the gazelle-gods of libraries,
While the statue of Bernard Baruch
In the lobby by the bookstore
Is graven with the oratorio, triumphantly reverberating,
Of Muddy Waters singing ‘Hoochie Coochie Man’.

The ghosts of old security guards in the elevators at midnight,
Riding up and down the lift-shafts, swopping balladry and anecdotes,
While out on Lexington Avenue a man gazes up at the windows
And sees lights he doesn’t understand.
Gutta cavat lapidem. A Latin line from Ovid
Tiled on the wall of the Bryant Park subway station.
‘Dripping water hollows stone.’
We might yet be translated
By the everyday mercy.
By the written-on-the-wall,
By the purpose and commitment
Of Baruch in the Fall
Where the young of many languages
Gather and yearn
And show by example
And study and learn,
And those of us honored to
Teach these heroes
Are taught of the possible every day.
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And the Empire State Building
Is glintingly kissed
In her ball-gown of neon
Illumined through the mist
And the lasers go sweeping
Manhattan’s cold sky
And the stargazers gaze
As the starlets stroll by.

And Manhattan comes wearing her brilliant disguise:
A glittering tiara,
Zorro-mask round the eyes.
She’s a boy dressed in drag,
She’s a widow in Versace
With a painted-on smile
Like the sad Pagliacci.
Soon, soon, it will be Halloween again.
Fall-time will come
To Manhattan.
And in Washington Square
As the dusk brings on lights
In Victorian houses, remarkable sights
Can be seen in the park
Where a spruce shakes his hair
And a kid carves ‘I. love. U.’
Into the bark.

Madonnas and Elvises, many James Deans,
Cowboys and buccaneers, bishops and queens,
Four Michael Jacksons in sequinned pyjamas.
Five Hillary Clintons.
(Six Barack Obamas.)
A girl dressed as Spiderman kisses a homeboy
Who’s draped in a toga like Julius Caesar.
Marie Antoinette kissing Tarzan efficiently
Near a pope and a Jedi, jiving proficiently.

O say can you see by the dawn’s early light
Jimi Hendrix and Dylan so joyously rapping.
Howlin’ Wolf comes a-wailing the hoodoo-man blues
And the hands of freed people brave gospels are clapping
And the rockets’ red glare, over Washington Square,
Were turned by Cole Porter to rhymes true and rare.
O city of Whitman, o college of towers,
I stand in your windows,
As the thunderstorms roll
Over Baruch College base-camp for brave mountaineers,
Where I climbed when I lived in Manhattan.
A season of thirsts, of replenishing waters.
By the tower raised high by the immigrants.
And to this flag I hold,
To the things we raise here,
The exile of hatred,
The banishment of fear.
We are part of better angels,
Something greater, redemptive.
And when all of the rubble
Is gathered and cleared,
The things we did here
Will save us.
May you tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower.
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Ghost
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Alexei Nemchenko

August
				

But how does one assuage?
Searching for Perseid,
You held up two fingers
With no more to say.

Margaret Fu

I’ve written up a storm
— A tidal wave, if you will —
A hundred unsent drafts
Drifting about but never ashore.

Chance weaves across the sky,
Narrowly escapes my sight
Dashing with celerity
With no reprise.
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Rukmani
Nayyar

Fall Like Leaves
Roll me, worked throughout backwards.
Enigma in envelopes of onion skin and twine wrapped visions of
Summer that fall away to leaves;
Orange and dust circling dusk,
Swirling through.
I’m a shudder shattered running surreptitiously.
The spine of a book of a world without the quiet things.
My hand sighs soft along the leaves falling by.
My feet sweep-step on the man-made mess of concrete cursory.
I imagine it crumbled like marble through ages, broken, gone.
Where did it go?
A question in a moment to signify a quiet thing caught in a book without a spine.
I’ve rolled back, backwards to the start,
Mailed straight set to my mind.
I wander heavy as the sun drags to the horizon;
Set daily to die like all those other small and great things that live lives.
I wonder why and shimmy-swim across the cold pavement and stones
Watching the leaves fall from their orange abodes,
While the wind sighs away visions of summer and the
Dust circling the dusk swirls through.
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Let it Lie
Rachel Vincent

Oh, do I have a good quarterly update for you. You ready? Alright, so I’m sitting at the tables
outside Causeway Deli, and I’m talking to Val on the phone. She’s bitching about being at Stop
N’ Shop all night, and my mind’s going all over the friggin’ place because I didn’t get my script
yet, obviously, so I can only focus on like every fourth word she’s saying and I’m not even really
bothering to try to do that.
As she’s saying something about the lobster tanks, guess who comes jogging up in red shorts and
this sweatshirt I can remember from when I used to see her every day after her soccer practice.
So I’m still talking to Val, except now Mel is standing there too, and she’s got this big grin on
her face and she looks like she wants to hug me, and I want her to, except that I know I probably
smell because I smoked and I forgot to take a shower.
Ah, relax, relax, I only smoked because I was starting to get really antsy. I ran out of pills and I
couldn’t get my Klonos until today.
This only coming in once every 3 months blows, by the way. I can’t be waiting around this
long—last night I woke up on my roof in boxers and a baseball hat. Yeah—do you see now why
smoking this morning was kind of imperative? I mean, I think it’s going to be necessary either to
get a longer script, or find someone in Massachusetts who can help me, no offense. Wait, I don’t
want to lose my thought.
Anyway, yeah, so I’m sitting at these tables, and it’s almost sundown, and Mel is right there,
backlit by this orange glow. Her body is all gold and she’s sweating and breathing heavy and
smiling at me big. So, like a moron who doesn’t know what to say, I say “Hey, Val! Here, Mel
just showed up, you wanna talk to her?” And I hand Mel the phone, and now I confused her, and
she puts the phone to her ear slowly, and says “Hello?”
And her voice is different than I remember. It’s older, but it’s melodic and deeper. I really, really
wish it was still acceptable to throw women over your shoulder, but it’s not, so I just sit there.
I hear Val answer “Who is this?” in that shrill bird voice she’s got going on when she’s pissed,
and Mel answers “It’s Mel, Frank’s friend,” and Val goes “Oh,” and then there’s this funny silence
9
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that goes on for a while as Mel smiles sideways at me and eventually gives the phone back. I tell
Val “Bye,” over whatever she’s saying and hang up on her.
I don’t feel so bad about that, though. Mel sits down next to me and our legs are touching each
other. It’s quiet for a while, and I smell burning wood and saltwater and her hair and all I want
right there is for neither of us to be able to say anything ever again.
But instead she asks me how I am, and I have to answer. You know that problem I have, when
I talk too fast for my tongue and it gets all twisted up and I don’t remember what I’m saying? I
start doing that as soon as I try to tell her about how shitty things have been, and of course she
notices, and she starts laughing because she’s perfect like that.
I put my hand on her leg, and we have this minute of quiet, except for the cars going by and the
bell on the deli door, so this minute of mostly quiet. She lets it lie there, and I start giving her
this story about how I’ve been traveling around up north, and how I’m having all these wild
adventures, and she doesn’t believe me for a second. She knows me—better than you do, I always
said she was my first therapist—so she puts her arm across my back and cups her hand around my
arm and squeezes me in this half hug.
I’m fucking flying high now. I have this impossible girl hugging me and whispering in my ear
that I could tell her everything no matter what, that she missed me. She missed me. Hah.
Did I ever tell you about the time with us in my car back in high school? Because that is the
thought that’s starting to take over everything as she has her arm around me. Instead of bare leg, I
can feel the jeans she was wearing when I put my hand on her leg the first time, and I see the back
of the headrest instead of the streetlights. Only for a second. No, it wasn’t a delusion. I wasn’t
really high anymore—it was her being there. It made me feel okay, you know?
So then I fuck that up, and I start bawling about how my life is miserable, and how I have to
come home every three months for my meds, and how nothing is really different no matter where
you go. She doesn’t move. She sits like a doll, and listens.
Finally she pulls me over and kisses me on the side of the head and puts her other arm around me.
She smells so good--- like her skin was busy making sugar water all day instead of sweat. My
head is in her chest, like right in there, and I stop crying pretty quick.
Ah, come on. I bet you that you’d feel the same way if your head was on that chest.
fiction
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I start talking nonsense and she stands up and starts moving me with her down the block towards
my house. We’re not really holding hands. They’re kind of just resting against each other. I feel
my phone vibrating like crazy in my pocket, and she hears it too because she reaches into my
pocket and laughs and takes it out. She opens it and closes it quick to hang up on Val again and
then turns it off.
She asks me how I live with “that girl.” I tell her I don’t know. I know I’ve told you that every
time I’ve come here, and we’ve come to the conclusion that she’s a convenient way for me to be
independent without being unsafe, but you know, I still think that has a ring of bullshit to it. No
offense.
I tell her the truth, which isn’t easy usually, but it’s alright in certain situations, like… ah, I
don’t friggin’ know. I tell her that Val’s a bitch most of the time, her face isn’t symmetrical, she
hates video games and dogs and she’s allergic to cats, she won’t let us have a T.V., she’s still on
smack—meant to tell you that later— and so therefore she kind of sucks. I think the reason I’m
there is because it’s a place that isn’t, instead of a place that is, if you follow me. Her apartment,
and that supermarket, and our bedroom, they’re all these gaping non-issues, which are a lot easier
to blow off than gaping issues. Am I rambling again? Sorry.
She understands what I’m saying. She laughs again. We’re on my block at this point and she
brings me up to the door and stands there while I fumble the keys a few times. I don’t think she
wants to come in, but I stand there with the door open until my dog runs out and grabs her by the
sleeve and drags her in. I realize how much I miss that dog.
We go up to my old room, which still smells like weed from the morning, and she shakes her head
at my bong sitting on the nightstand and the rolling papers all over my rug. She picks them up
carefully and puts them all away, with respect, even though she looks upset. She sits on my bed,
and I lay down with my head in her lap. I’m waiting with my stomach crawling into my throat for
someone to do something, and I feel like I’m seventeen again, running my hands along the lines
of her sides and stomach until I get to close to either pole and she guides them away. I’m pretty
sure she wouldn’t guide them away now.
I, however, am a coward, as we have realized, and so for an hour we stay like that and she starts
telling me about how she graduated and got a job and wants to move to the city and all this other
shit I don’t want to hear. I want to grab her by the neck and shake her, not because I’m jealous,
but because she was starting to turn into someone I couldn’t talk to and I couldn’t stop that from
11
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happening any other way.
I sat up really fast just as she got to talking about loans and rents, and I grabbed her face a little
too hard and I started to kiss her harder than that. I could kind of tell she was disgusted by me,
but still she was curious. She let me do it. She didn’t move, she didn’t guide my hands, she didn’t
get out of the car and run home this time. It was such a pity fuck, and it’s so sickening that I can
barely even go through with it, but I do, because I have to. It’s one of those things that has to
happen at some point, and I guess it’s a shame that while it is happening all I can think is “Better
sooner than later, right pal?”
And as we put our clothes back on, wouldn’t you know it, I start comparing her to Val. Not how
they looked, because that isn’t much of a contest, but how they felt and how they looked at me.
I want to kill her for her pity, just as much as I want to blind Val every time she looks at me in
adoration.
Do you know what I came up with after that, Doc? It’s a pretty stunning conclusion: Anyone low
enough to sleep with me, is automatically of no interest. I am a self-made ideological eunuch.
No, no, relax. I’ve come to terms with all of this. It’s alright. I think it makes it all easier, you
know? I don’t have to look for someone I’m madly in love with, because I won’t give a shit about
them the day after the honeymoon. I never have to give a shit about anyone again. And living
with Val and the non-issues is fucking perfect, because guess what I get to do?
Not give a shit. All day, every day. Which reminds me—don’t forget to write my script, because I
don’t think I can get through the next three months just smoking. You almost forgot last time.
So yeah, that’s about it for now, I guess. I think she might have been crying or something when
she left but I didn’t really notice. I did light up after she went. Just to spite her I took out the
rolling papers and I threw them all over the floor again.
And I was happy, Doc. Happy. I was smiling all by myself in my room, with nothing but a joint,
and I was happy because nothing really matters that much, you know?

fiction
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Coraline
Carolyn Ho
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Grace
Katya Valevich

If you remember the early 90s, you remember the scramble for natural resources. When
the roaring masses declared the collapse of the Union. This was a time when force was provided
first by the mob, then by the police. Eventually, even our own guys realized what was what. Then
the rivalry began among gangsters, cops, and the Agency for market share. As the police and
FSB became more competitive, they squeezed the gangs out of the market. But in many cases,
competition gave way to cooperation. The services became gangsters themselves. Lumber, keep
in mind, is Russia’s premium natural resource; and Vladimir Sergeyevich drove this industry to
unprecedented success. Nobody has ever made such a deal from softwood—and nobody ever will1.
Vladimir Sergeyevich’s den, Moskovskaya Oblast’, former Soviet Union.
On Sunday morning, with his wife and children at church, Vladimir Sergeyevich is in his
den finishing his unfinished business.
“Good morning, Boss,” Vanya descends to the den; the snow from his galoshes leaves a
trace of thawing ice on each step.
Young Vanya Kuznechek, Vladimir Sergeyevich’s bodyguard and personal assistant, also
happens to be a distant cousin of former President Yeltsin. The mousy Slav from Yalta has been
fired twice, but is back on duty since his return from London.
“Boss,” Vanya addresses his superior; he is oblivious to the rifle in the old General’s
hands, “do you think we should be concerned with this woman, Grace? I had a bad omen on my
way here. A black cat….” he describes a superstition that has haunted him since pioneer camp: a
black cat crossing his path leads to bad luck.
“Arr—what are you trying to say?” Vladimir Sergeyevich grimaces at Vanya, and takes
a seat in the deep brown leather throne-on-wheels at his desk. “Grace is the rep’ for all accounts in
Chinese lumber,” he explains, “So unless the Chinese want another war, they buy.” Vladimir lights
a Cuban and rolls his chair toward the gun closet.
“By the way, sir, how does Grace speak such good English if she’s Chinese?”
“How do you speak such good English, Vanya?” Vladimir scoffs at Vanya while hanging
his rifle in the closet.
“Yeltsin’s tutor?”
“You fool, don’t joke with me.”
“I’m sorry sir. But how will we respond to another client who doesn’t pay up?”
“Hmmm. I like you being so…analytical,” Vladimir strokes the salt and mostly pepper
stubs under his chin. His eyes fall on a half-red, half-black star carved into his forearm during his
1
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KGB days.
Vladimir Sergeyevich is a good man, really; a generous man. If it weren’t for him, who
would take care of his people? Certainly not the government; every official is consumed with
greed. But Vladimir Sergeyevich provides needed support for the schools and kindergartens; he
sustains the culture by funding the Orthodox Church; the old babushka that sells goat milk in the
town foretells his future as the president. “Draw up a separate invoice for Grace, for the ‘Work
Done’ on the softwood shipment…. Are you raising your hand?”
“Yes sir. How do I validate the claim? The Chinese already paid us two hundred million
for the merchandise.”
“You sound like an amateur Vanya, what’s wrong with you? The only reason that
softwood made it from Irkutsk to Guangdong is because of the work done! In this economy, make
it reasonable: ten percent. Twenty million dollars.”
“—Yes, sir!” Vanya hails the opportunity to make a few extra rubles.
The floor above Vladimir Sergeyevich’s den is his restaurant, a very tall single story
pine log cabin on the western end of the Taiga forest. This section of the woods is spangled with
varieties of spruce, birch, cedar and oak. At night, the windowless cabin is lit up by streetlights
that stand tall, covered with shrouds of December snow.
The restaurant is comprised of the bar, the main dining hall and four private dining
rooms.
Grace enters a VIP dining room.
She treads the bearskin carpet in six-inch heels, escorted by Vanya at Vladimir
Sergeyevich’s request.
Grace takes her seat next to Vladimir.
“Vanya, darling,” she exhales her cigarillo and the smoke creeps over the long mahogany
table like a troop of dust bunnies.
“Where did you get that bear?” she inquires playfully, pointing to the large animal
embracing the floor.
“I shot it,” inscrutably replies Vladimir, sucking his Cuban.
“Well!” Grace sings undaunted in her charming BBC English, “This place looks
absolutely fabulous; Ah. I am so proud of our collaboration!”
Her compliment gets lost in Vladimir’s thought—he raises his thick black eyebrows,
raises them high, raises them almost to the center of his forehead—and with his features clenched
declares, “As am I.”
“Good. Because I can tell you, Mr. Li is very happy with the quality of your
merchandise,” she raises her flute of rosé in the air, “Na zdarov’ye, dorogoi.”
Young Vanya Kuznechek observes a clot of red fox mink trapped in the rock on Grace’s
ring finger. The fuzz wavers like a philosophe’s beard.
“To our collaboration,” Vladimir tilts his slender glass of neat vodka in Grace’s direction,
then takes a one-gulp swig. Grace fidgets side to side in her chair.
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“Pardon, gentlemen?” Grace uncrosses her legs. “Which way is the … ladies’ room?”
“Through the wine corridor and to your right,” aids Vanya, “I can take you.”
“Oh thank you darling. But a Chinese woman can escort herself, you know?” she
backslaps Vladimir in the air, opening her mouth like a drama queen to signal the joke.
She strolls solo through the wine corridor, past Vladimir’s collection of bottled fertilized grapes
peeking out of their oak cubbies. She pictures one of those bottles in her glass, followed by a
serving of hot borscht.
But in Lumberland, instead of borscht she will be served the following letter:
Grace Du,
We at RusLombir appreciate the partnership we have with your government. We at
RusLombir thank you and our authority, Arkadiy Aleksandrovich, for all the “Work Done.”
Arkadiy Aleksandrovich would appreciate his USD20 mil. wired to his MongolBank
account, the pass code to which you will receive tomorrow.
Most greatest regards in Advance,
Vladimir SergeyevichSinski,
RusLombir, LLC
NB: This communication is only for use by the intended party. It contains information that is privileged and
confidential. Any unauthorized review, dissemination, replication, or distribution of this communication is
strictly prohibited without approval from RusLombir, LLC.

Grace enters the toilet. The wall panels are made of wood; so is the toilet seat, and the
tissue holder. She examines her girl-sized reflection in the mirror. She hasn’t seen the letter, but
she knows it exists.
She times her trip to the restroom to avoid the vicious brawl in the VIP dining room.
The sound of a mahogany table overturned rocks the foundation of the restaurant. She hears the
muffled cries of a 200-pound Russian hero and his young assistant being tear-gassed to the ground.
Imagine, she smiles to her reflection while adjusting her hair and tucking it behind her ears. Next
year, I will be sipping freshly squeezed eudemonia juice with my daughter!
But she urges the reflection to collect herself. This is it, Grace; this is it. This is the end.
She examines the fragile brown eyes encased in crescent lids; her teeth are yellowing a little near
the gums. No wrinkles in the sequins of her classic blouse; the navy Chanel trousers are fitted
perfectly around her narrow waist.
To be continued…
fiction
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Serenity
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The Wolf In Grandmother’s House
Amanda
S m i t h

I keep turning men into allegories.
Seemingly friendly gestures
teem with subtext I never learned
to decipher and now can’t escape.
He and I have been caught, spiraling,
in this same cycle since last year.
I’ve been trapped in this
struggle with myself
since before I can remember.
Am I being too harsh or too lenient
when I tell him that he is never
to touch me again and that even
his handshake is unwelcome?
All I can see is his symbolic violence,
his need to control me.
I want to say “Do it again
and I will press charges.”
But I don’t.
For months, I just shrivel.
His hand on my shoulder feels like lightening.
Charred layers of skin scream for him to leave.
And, as I avoid looking at him, I see.
My reaction is no longer to him.
He has become a cautionary tale
I wish I had learned
as a child.
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Wildwood

B r i t n y
Kutuchief

His lips were purple in their chapped cracks
From the cheap Merlot of dinner,
His teeth stained a little too.
I was wearing his sweater, which was heavy
And scratchy
He wore the wood grain patterned glasses
From the eighties I’d found in my parents’ house.
I told him I don’t know what love is
Without seeing it through those lenses
And he laughed and his shoulders shook.
It was a time when that meant nothing.
I’d muse in my sleep of him in bursts of light
Diving and swimming in my front lawn’s rosebushes.
All about the prickles and the silk
My dad had tailored them so
Well things were set to rush about now
And so he carved our names into a tree
With a knife he’d borrowed from his father and sharpened
And we imagined his dad had done the same thing
To make it dull
And then we put a lot of rocks from the Sound’s shore
Into our pockets and so they became very heavy
On our chests and thighs
And we rubbed our fingertips on their soft edges
And kicked the sand from our shoes.
poetry
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Jennifer Calamia

Fruit
Tongues dance and your betrayal has been made,
Heartstrings get plucked out of tune.
Turn, cross, get caught, and pull
SNAP! You fool,
You ignorant fool.
Seek out the perfect strings
That gently repair the damage
And start anew.
With broken music that lacks its rhyme,
In 4/4, ½ or apples/oranges.
The way a grapefruit leaves that slightly bitter aftertaste
That you both hate and can’t get enough of.
The way a crisp green apple crunches,
Satisfyingly under your teeth.
…The melodious harmony
Of musically amorous discord.
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The Murder
of Olivia

J a n e
Odartey

Twenty and something years,
that’s all of his-story;
last year found him confident
and dreadfully ignorant.
Until she rolled up the sleeves of her white coat,
looked him in the eyes,
and froze their hearts.
Now he jumps at his shadow,
his spirit crawls up and down lonely corners.
The cloaked dark angel is after their souls.
The jeweled green eyes now void;
that dear handsome face
now the picture of unhappy lines.
In their absence,
the mothers wail and weep.
He never used to pray until now.
They Know.
He Knows.
A new unforgettable reality
made into an unwanted religion,
an insomniac fever,
has replaced his sweet Olivia.
And to think,
a condom might have spared them both.
poetry
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Alexius
O t t o

Vulnerability
The phones in the law office trumpet
cacophony, and I rig a plan for their
silence on my online journal. But $8.00 per hour
keeps me returning to my desk, to phones, to
computer. I clicked craigslist > personals > casual
encounters > men seeking men > post new ad:
“College student for fun now.” Your retort, your
poetry floated on computer screen: “Indian Jock Cock,
Ivy grad, Finance, Now.” Nevermind my beard, my
plaid shirt, my disheveled briefcase. My metrocard swiped
as fast as I swallowed that morning tea. Your door opened
only to a rusted chain: “You’re a hairy 23-year-old.
Good Day.” I stroked 40 blocks for Indian Jock Cock.
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m a r u s y a

Back to Russia
Mikhail Karadimov

I came out of the closet, but my dad decided it be best if I went right back in. In an
attempt to shore up my dubious manhood, he bought three tickets to Ukraine to show me the ropes
of heterosexuality. Our group consisted of me, my just-as-frightened mother, and my father. My
little brother was left behind to enjoy his ignorance, unaware of my short-lived romp outside the
closet. He wouldn’t know who I was for another several years. The lie went that far.
The flight was a week later, and it was long and frustrating. There wasn’t enough
space for my legs and I had to regularly switch the angle in which I was sitting. I asked if there
were any more seats available in the Emergency exit row, but there weren’t. Apparently its sole
occupant had nodded off across the row’s collective foot space, forcing me to continue wriggling
for the rest of the flight.
And so the plane landed and my quixotic journey had begun.
The first day was spent by the bay, feasting on shellfish and swimming in black water.
The women laughed, but not too loudly, for the men needed to be louder. All the men were
shirtless, no matter their body type. Most were built like T-34 tanks. None of them really did
anything for me though. They were all too ... Russian. They spoke from the deepest recesses
of their throats, hawking out their words, and chasing them with obnoxious laughter. I barely
understood anything that was said, but dad’s scowls suggested that I laugh along. I went for a
swim in the black water, away from the stifling male camaraderie. My father, however, dragged
me back to the festivities, lecturing me on what it meant to understand the concept of family.
My father must have told his chest-waxed friends to make me feel like part of the gang.
I wish he hadn’t. Too many hard hands slapped me on the back after the telling of some crude
joke that barely made sense. They slapped me and followed their laughter with shots of vodka.
I couldn’t even face them when they spoke to me. All their words reeked of alcohol. The smell
made me nauseous. I vomited into the black water. The men pointed and laughed, howling,
“Vladimir” — my father’s name — “the boy, look at him! We will make a man of him yet, don’t
you worry!”
So they tried. Oh, how they tried.
My father’s friends, who will be referred to as The Gang of Men, rented a basketball
court for us to play on. They also got me a jersey. It was blue and in the middle of it was a
bulldog. The thing looked rabid to me, foaming from the mouth and breaking itself free from a
flimsy leash. My dad, proving to all that he could raise an independent man, joined the opposing
fiction
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team — the Red Jackasses. I can’t remember what overcompensating animal was on their jerseys
— probably a deranged bear — but it didn’t matter because they were all hee-hawing jackasses to
me.
Forty-seven seconds into the game, my dad clotheslined me in the throat, brushing the
incident off with a hearty laugh. “It is the game!” he said in broken English.
Shortly thereafter, Gregory, my father’s right hand man, caught me with an elbow in the
face. “It is the game!” he echoed.
I came home to my aunt’s house aching all over that night. My mom helped me fill their
tub with ice, a process that took longer than usual. I was moving like an old man, both hands
against the wall as my trembling legs shuffled forward. The ice felt oh-so soothing against my
black-and-blue sores. My dad caught wind of my “personal spa” and came crashing into the
bathroom, tearing me out of my frozen reverie.
“What is this? Why you sitting in ice? You can’t do this twenty years ago back to Russia.
You know why?” His eyes were full of sincere intensity.
“I’m gonna go out on a limb here and say ... because you couldn’t afford it?”
“No! We weren’t allowed it because men don’t need ice for their wounds. They need the
women to come and heal them. You know what I say?”
“Unfortunately.”
The strip club in Ukraine, if you can believe it, was much more sophisticated than New
York’s. The space looked like it was cleaned on a daily basis, especially the bathroom — a place I
would come to know intimately while hiding from The Gang of Men.
“You are spending a lot of time in that bathroom, boy. Liking what you see?” Oleg, the
youngest of The Gang of Men, roared over the pulsating techno. “I think I might take your cue
soon, too!” he added as I slinked out of his arm, which was draped over my shoulders as a friendly
gesture. “Oh, lord, look at the titties on that one! They’re bouncing so much ... just how I like it!”
My dad watched me from the corner of his eyes, ignoring the gyrating hips on stage. The
Gang of Men sat at the foot of the stage with their tongues out, hands pressed on their crotches.
Most of them had wives or girlfriends to return to, kids waiting to hear their fathers creep back
into the apartment. They couldn’t be bothered with the image of their family when a pair of
unfamiliar tits were pressed into their faces. Why would they bother to conjure such an image? A
trip to the strip club wasn’t part of their daily routine. The women accepting dollar bills into their
ass cracks weren’t their wives, girlfriends, or kids. They were a break from all of that, all of the
work and hard times. It was always a celebration when a friend returned to Ukraine. Not because
they necessarily missed the guy, but because they were able to live a life that wasn’t their own.
They wished to impress the American immigrant who was living The Dream by recreating their
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version of it in their own forgotten country.
The air mattress they blew up for me was too narrow and short. I kept rolling off of it in
the middle of the night, banging my already battered bones against the shaky apartment floor. The
mattress shifted with every movement, pushing air into different pockets. My cousins, who are
both much younger than me, also slept in beds too small for their growing bodies. My younger
cousin, Nadia, who had just turned six, still slept in her crib, minus the bars. The room was the
size of a shitty college dorm for one student, but we still found a way to fit in it — all three of us.
There was a night when sleep would not come. I rolled off the mattress and stayed awake.
I could hear the faint chatter of a Russian talk show. I crept out of the room, and slunk against
the wall until I reached the living room. I peeked past the edge of the wall and saw my dad in his
underwear, sitting before the TV. The show he watched reflected off his tired face.
I trudged into the room and sat next to him. His eyes were stuck to the static picture of a
square-faced man struggling to entertain his audience.
“Hey, dad.”
He was like a statue, determined to stay rigid. “Yes?” he asked somberly.
“Why’re you up so late watching TV? Don’t we have things to do tomorrow?”
“Yes, we do.”
“Then why aren’t you asleep?”
“Because I can’t. Now go back to bed.”
I did as he said and went back to bed, but I didn’t get any sleep. Instead, I tired my head
with a heavy dose of over-thinking as I rolled back-and-forth on the deflating air mattress.
The loud cracks hurt my ears. Gregory was showing my dad and me how to shoot the
rifle. It hurt like a bitch whenever I pulled the trigger. Three rounds fired, and I felt like my
shoulder had been dislocated.
We were firing rounds into Gregory’s grassless backyard. He was the only one of my
dad’s friends who had made something of himself, purchasing a plot of land and cutting himself
off from the rest of the city. The closest neighbors were miles away.
Apparently I held the gun like a pansy. “You hold the gun like a pansy! Hold it like it’s
your cock! Like a steel cock!” Laughter followed.
Half of Gregory’s backyard was devoted to the firing range. There were obstacles
everywhere. He liked to imagine it as a battlefield of some sort, sprinting and dodging whizzing
bullets. He ducked and rolled, blasting rounds at enemy rocks and trees invading his territory.
Running and shooting, screaming the Russian equivalent of “SUCK IT!”
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My dad followed, a face of stone on display. My dad had served in the Soviet army
when he was stuck in a red Ukraine. I don’t think he enjoyed it much. He always discouraged my
brother and me from even looking at guns. Situations had changed though. I was possibly gay,
so now it was OK to fire off a couple of rounds. And so he went sprinting forward, ready to take
down the enemy Douglas fir.
Gregory downed a can of beer and turned to me, offering me one. I waved it off. He
looked at me as if I had leprosy and downed it himself.
“Your dad’s a good man. You shouldn’t be doing this to him.”
“Excuse me?” I blurted out in my broken Russian.
“He’s a good friend, always was. He looked out for me, getting the shit kicked out of him
in the process.” Down went another beer, but it had no visible effect. He wanted to appear serious,
so he arched his brow. “My older brother is gay, too. Or, at least, he thinks he’s gay. He lives in
San Francisco now, sucking guys off.”
My dad lined up a shot and took it. He couldn’t hear us from where he was.
“Do you still talk to him?”
“Of course! Why the fuck wouldn’t I?”
I raised my shoulders.
“Of course I still talk to him. He’s my brother.”
“Just asking.”
“He could never hide it well, always talking in that annoying high pitch and flailing his
wrists everywhere.” He squinted towards the invading army, watching my dad roll forward and
hide behind a barrier. “Everyone knew it here, and they hated him for it. They always kicked his
ass, but he didn’t care, he just kept being gay. This pissed off all the kids ... so they came after me,
too. There were always too many of them. I could never fight them off on my own. I always got
my ass kicked, badly!”
The shots echoed back to us. I wasn’t paying attention to my dad anymore.
“Your dad, though, he ... he saw my black eyes and chipped teeth,” he stopped to show
me some of the gaps between his teeth, “and he went berserk. He decided that day that he would
change his route home and show these hoodlums what’s what. He never did show them what’s
what, though. He got his ass kicked just as badly as mine ... then he did it the next day, too. And
the next day as well. He walked with me every day after that, getting his ass kicked worse and
worse each time. Your dad ... he’s a rare breed.”
My dad’s clip was empty. With the gun slung over his shoulder, he stood up from his
sniper position, and walked back towards us. There was no emotion on his face as his eyes
scanned the ground before him.
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It was impossible to hide from my dad’s ubiquitous gaze. His shadow never strayed far
from mine. My cousins, Nadia and Andrew, on a daily basis, would beckon for me to join them in
games of tag in the dilapidated courtyard in the middle of their neighborhood. There were several
times that I almost got away with it too, running around the concrete playground, screaming like
the other kids. I’d be running away from Andrew, who was almost always “it,” searching for
the nearest safety zone, when the game of tag would suddenly take a dire turn. I’d look over my
shoulder, expecting to see my anemic cousin laboring and wheezing after me, but instead would
find my dad, stoic determination in his eyes, chasing after me with arms in full swing, shouting for
me to stop.
He’d grab me by my shirt, the rest of my body still running forward, and pull me back.
“Why didn’t you ask me if you could play before leaving? You know we have things to do today!”
This is exactly how things played out on the day The Gang of Men kidnapped me for “the
ultimate mission,” the final operation that would cleanse me of The Dirty.
It was a matter of minutes before I found myself in the trunk of Gregory’s station wagon,
sprawled out on a dirty blanket. My eyes followed the aimless pedestrians as they passed by. The
car swerved into lanes without warning, pushing me to its sides. Gregory most likely had several
beers before plopping himself behind the wheel.
“No worries,” I heard Gregory cheerfully bellow from the front of the car, “we’ll make a
man of him yet.”
The car looped through the city, stopping for the rest of The Gang of Men to join us. They
packed themselves into the car with a cooler full of drinks. They passed the cooler to each other,
snapping their drinks open, and chugging them down between words. Sentences slathered together
into single slurred words, sounding mangled and dripping to my sober ears. They turned to look at
me gazing out the window, asking me if I wanted a little “something-something” from the cooler. I
shook my head and turned back to the gray city.
They were hiding something from me, I could tell. They were constantly grinning and
looking back at me, making sure to speed through their conversations, so I wouldn’t understand.
The car stopped and they opened the trunk, pulling me out as if I was a prisoner who might make a
break for it. Not letting go of my arms, they carried me up the stairs of a brown house, shouting all
the while in a joyous gibberish, singing to their beloved country.
My father, the only sober man amongst the group, walked into the house’s living room,
which was oddly decorated into a lobby-slash-waiting room of some sort, and sidled up against the
counter. There was an unattractive woman standing behind it, flipping through a gossip magazine,
indifferent to my dad’s presence. He got her attention and some whispered words passed between
them.
All the while, The Gang of Men had me seated on the lobby-slash-waiting room’s couch.
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They surrounded me in a circle, their eyes glued to me. They sped up their Russian and laughed.
This lasted twenty minutes.
Finally, a bell rang from inside the house and a partition, located behind the woman’s
desk, slid open and out walked an old man, dressed in an absurd suit. Inexplicably, the entire gang
roared a cheer and pumped their fists into the air. They once again picked me up, this time above
their heads, and carried me into the room.
Awaiting me behind the partition was a gaggle of women lined up, shivering in skimpy
lingerie. They mustered unconvincing smiles, trying to lure me with their eyes. I was frightened, to
say the least. The women intimidated me with their tacky sexuality, a sexuality that played on all
the clichés: the pouted lips, tilted hips, and pressed tits that a straight man would be easily fooled
and enthralled by. The hobbling man in the absurd suit put an arm around me as the room hushed
to a white noise.
“Well,” the old man started in a quivering Russian, “which one?”
“Take the one with the big tits, boy!” Gregory screamed. “Give yourself something to
bury your face in!”
I looked to my dad, but he wasn’t looking back. His eyes were searching for something
on the floor. He slowly backed up into the corner of the room, blocking himself behind The Gang
of Men who were waiting with bated breath.
I couldn’t imagine anyway out of this situation so I surveyed the unenthused girls. I
wasn’t happy with what I saw. Most of them looked as feminine as I had feared they would. Sure,
some of them were worn down from the living conditions dumped upon them, but most still had
the essence of what a woman should be. I was about to lose hope, when I saw a muscular woman
hiding at the end of one of the rows. I took a closer look.
The Gang of Men tracked the direction of my eyes, blowing up into a cacophony of
disagreement. “Boy! No, take the one with the wide hips; they’re not just good for making babies
you know!”
“No, don’t listen to that idiot! Take the one with the red hair. They fuck like a spurned
bull; they’re always so angry!”
“What are you talking about! The boy can’t handle a redhead; it’d be like watching a tea
kettle on the fritz, sputtering and shaking … it’d be awful for him.”
And so it went.
I examined my prospect, noticing a thin layer of peach fuzz above her thin lips. Her eyes
were hard and looked like they had seen some shit. Her breasts were underdeveloped, a result from
many years of forced gymnastics, as she would later recount to me.
With my eyes at my feet, I nodded my head to the manly woman and muttered, “Her.”
“How? How can you pick that one, boy?” The men erupted.
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The trip to the room was a blur. All I could remember between the decision and the trip to
the room is that my dad wasn’t a part of the group marching me to my date rape.
Once in the room, the gymnast slinked herself onto the bed, in a completely unappealing
gesture, and began to unclasp the cups pushing up her flat chest. Banging against the wall were the
impatient fists of The Gang, begging me to hurry up so that they could have their own turns with
the androgynous woman.
“Aren’t you going to get undressed?” the woman asked, unsure of her own voice.
I fumbled for the buttons of my shirt. I turned away from her to get undressed, dropping
my pants to the seedy floor and clenching my butt cheeks shut.
“You have a nice ass. Do you know that?”
“Can’t say I did. Never had anyone compliment me on it before you,” I rushed out in
Russian.
“I understand you’re nervous. It’s okay.”
I switched back to English so I could share a private joke with myself. “Oh, you have no
idea.” “Excuse me?”
“Nothing,” I switched back to Russian.
The Gang of Men’s voices permeated the room with such inspired insults as “picklelicker” and “ass-tickler,” yelling for me to hurry and finish the job.
And so, with a flaccid penis, I mounted the woman and willed myself into virility.
Thoughts of attractive actors surged through my head — Heath Ledger, a young Burt Reynolds,
Cary Grant, none of whom, mind you, existed anymore — equipping me with ammunition for
my wary penis. I entered her and humped away. My eyes were clenched shut for the most part,
opening only to get a glimpse of her mustache. I felt her taut muscles pressing into my back as
she faked all sorts of orgasmic sounds, which sounded more to me like a cat in heat, or rather, a
cat dying. The woman expected me to be quick and to the point, but that wasn’t the case. I lasted
longer than any person should in the throes of their first time. It was difficult, to say the least. I
had drunken Ukrainians rallying behind the paper-thin walls, a prostitute beneath me, a father
sulking in the corner of a whore house, a mother who acted like she didn’t know anything, a
younger brother who didn’t know who I was, a life being pushed away, and a very limited rolodex
of celebrities’ faces in my imagination. This was my city of birth, the place I should look back at
with a longing nostalgia. This should be a place I cry for when things got too rough in America.
This city should be in my thoughts when I go on anti-America rants to my American friends. It
was supposed to be my home; my roots entangled in its hardened soil. Instead, they were uprooted
from a scorched earth. I couldn’t bury myself into the soil of my ‘home’ anymore. I just wasn’t
man enough for it.
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I am forced to fight your battle without a cause.
I am forced to do what you say without a word.

The Dark

I am a slave to your evils,
in defiance of my beliefs.
In your mind,
I am no more than a killer.
Shoot...don’t miss.
Kill...don’t save.
Rape...don’t keep.

Soldier

Shawniquica Henry

I wash my face in their blood
and I eat your anger and greed.
I can’t speak.
I have no voice.
My gun is my words.
My gun is my actions.
But my gun is not my thoughts.
It doesn’t feel the pain I feel
as each bullet pierces into chests
of fathers, mothers, children...
my brother.
For I am no longer my brother’s keeper.
I am my brother’s killer.
Dedicated to the Child Soldiers
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Brian

Jayasinghe

Ivan just got off a plane from Afghanistan.
He goes to trauma therapy meetings
in a basement in St. Mark’s Church,
surrounded by broken young men
sitting in metal folding chairs.
Hands filled with pills,
not a sack of toys.
Prozac not Twizzlers,
Valium not Starbursts.
Strap on a suicide belt
and hop on the rollercoaster.
That is Ivan’s life
Some people talk about Jesus.
He talks about Mariella, the prostitute on 6th Street.
Every Thursday at midnight, she licks his wounds.
Could she ever love a clown like him?
Here, he wears a doorman’s uniform,
without the medals for bravery.
He hears car bombs every night,
sees children running.
That is his world
all you hipsters on the train,
reading Paul Auster.
Welcome to his American Dream.
The bottle is the only place
where he can find solace.
Empty bottle,
empty bottle.
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robot
jesus

Job Perez

(song)

robot jesus make us fine
turn your wires into wine
sent from above to cure the world
making sense of the absurd
robot jesus release our sad
take us to your robot dad
gather the twelve to program you
mary magdelene robot glue
robot jesus defying gravity
flesh and circuits robot cavity
electromagnetic static wounds
resurrecting in the future soon
jesus, jesus
saving us from terror
jesus, jesus
free from human error
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The Conure
and

the Cuckold

Frank Marzullo

Mario couldn’t believe how it all unraveled so quickly. He looked utterly forlorn,
sitting in a corner with his Whopper value meal in the Burger King next door to work. A loving
relationship two and a half years in, and eventually heading toward a walk down the aisle. He
couldn’t bear to even think of, let alone use, the ‘M’ word now. They’d been engaged almost
a year. He’d always been everything to Diana, or so he thought. Lover, friend, confidant. The
relationship was now as bankrupt as Mario’s employer, the New York City Off-Track Betting
Corporation. At least with OTB, though, operations were unaffected. They doggedly pressed on,
working through their problems.
His modest rock, two months’ worth of a clerk’s salary, was returned and then resold, for
just over three-fourths of its original six-grand price. He got that much only because he was lucky
enough to stumble onto idonowidont.com, the eBay for engagement rings. Mario’s own jeweler
had only offered him a measly thirty-five percent to take it back. It was a good thing there was a
place to recoup a guy’s cash and tell him he’s not alone at the same time. The site fulfilled a need
that went beyond the strictly financial, dulling the male heartache from sea to shining sea. From
all the user comments, he could feel a lot of virtual male bonding going on in the month it took
him to get a decent offer and unload the thing. It came through the screen somehow. And it had
been plenty cathartic.
They had met at Macy’s, of all places. He was striding down an aisle of the avenue-long
first floor one Saturday while Diana worked in the fragrance section. Could she ever work that
aisle, he recalled now. She was, he first mentally dubbed her, a kamikaze spritzer girl. Pushy,
but politely so. Mario noticed her because she looked so pretty, with her warm brown eyes and
straight black shoulder-length hair in graceful graduated layers. Her smile never left her face. A
gold cross seemed to levitate on her black v-neck top. The only rings she was wearing then were
small gold hoop earrings.
He really admired her moxie. It took a lot of guts to do what she did for a living, reaching
out to the unsuspecting and asking if she could mark them with her scent. Her right arm got a
lot of exercise. At least she’d never have to worry about carpal tunnel syndrome. Mario looked
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a mess in his plaid flannel shirt, and his stubbled mug wasn’t doing him any favors either. He
resolved to return the next week to check out her game again like a loyal fan and maybe, just
maybe, get her number in the process.
True to his word, Mario was back the next Saturday, clean-shaven and in a navy DKNY
dress shirt. He spent an hour looking at stuff downstairs in the Cellar before buying a Jets
sweatshirt. They were on sale, high hopes springing eternal at the inception of the season. The
bag from the purchase made a good prop that would subtly cultivate an aura of happenstance for
his imminent meeting with Diana. He bounded up the stairs two at a time and made a beeline for
the fragrance section. He scanned the aisles. There was no sign of her. Well, any number of things
could have happened. A bathroom break. She was out sick. She was fired or had quit. He couldn’t
have blamed her. It was a very hard, thankless job. You wear uncomfortable shoes on hard floors
poised to spritz people who want to run away from you. He would have done well to just seize the
moment when he had the chance, he thought.
Then Mario saw her. She now wore a black plastic nametag. Anonymity just wouldn’t do
for twenty-three year old Diana. She was wearing the same jewelry, this time with a slinky black
dress. Her radiant smile was being put to better use, behind a counter. An array of scents was now
under her command. This appeared to be a handsome promotion. He strode up to the counter,
stopped in front of the sample tray of goodies at his disposal, and placed his bag between his legs.
He casually picked up the Aqua di Gio bottle, extended his arm to remove his cuff from the line
of fire, and applied a shot on his wrist.
Diana finished ringing up a customer and walked in his direction. It was just after five,
the crush of the day smoothly ebbing towards a serene close. “A wise choice, sir. Fresh, aquatic,
just a bit flowery, a great everyday scent. An Armani signature now. Smell it. I prefer it to
Davidoff’s Cool Water. It draws a lot of compliments.”
Mario held his wrist to his nose, inhaled the cologne’s floral notes, then glanced up,
meeting Diana’s eyes.
“So do you it seems like, Diana,” he replied with a smile.
Diana laughed. “Excuse me?”
“No, it’s just that I think I saw you here last week, right? You were in the aisle squirting
something. And now you’re here suddenly with all these babies, so something must have
happened.”
“Oh, my gosh! That’s so funny. That’s so sweet of you to notice. Yeah, my trial period
was over and they gave mve a choice of staying with what I was doing or moving behind the
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counter. I said, ‘counter please!’”
“See, I thought I was right. I couldn’t mistake you. Now you’re like this den mother.”
“Well, in a sense. Anyway, if you get the 3.4 ounce size today, it comes with this free
putty sports bag. Big and roomy!” Her smile melted Mario, who offered no resistance.
“Yeah, I like how it smells. I’m done. I’ll take everything.”
Diana finished wrapping the items and gave Mario his credit card and receipt. Mario
studied it intently. “Wait, there’s something missing.” Diana looked back at him quizzically.
“I just see your name here. Your number should be under your name on this.” He held
the slip between his index and middle fingers and widened his eyes.
She giggled, took a moment to consider her decision, and then complied with his request.
Mario took the last sip of his soda and walked back to work. He tapped out Rudy, a
new guy he got to fill in, and advised him to go to lunch. The regulars were in full force, at their
appointed positions in the dingy, Greyhound-station grim parlor. There was Vincent in his nylon
navy jogging suit. Jogging was a most advisable activity, as he appeared to be carrying sixty extra
pounds on his five-foot-nine frame. It was a sure bet that he would still be wearing that thing in
his next life, in Handicapper Heaven. Billy the Kid was there in one of his cotton/poly blend dress
shirts, a sharpened pencil at the ready in his right hand as he pondered the possibility of an exacta.
They were as dependable as the royal guard outside Buckingham Palace, this crew. Mario
hardly fancied himself an enabler. It was just a job. These guys weren’t high rollers or anything.
They indulged in their vice gently and responsibly. None of them were in danger of having to
dial up 1-800-GAMBLER for help anytime soon. They’ll pony up for maybe three races a day.
At most they’ll invest maybe ten or twenty dollars on the day. It was a social club of sorts. They
came to see their friends, the wagering being incidental. Until their pony was at the gate, of
course. Many popped in and out all day.
Over time, they adapted to their acquired aches and pains, which became part of their
modus vivendi. Feet would acquire calluses from all the standing around. Throats would get
sore from the requisite yelling for their jockey or horse of choice. Some of these leatherlungs
really needed to take a break. Necks would become stiff from staring up at the bulky, brown TVs
hanging above them, the parlor being unimpressed with the digital age. The screens are fuzzier
than the pictures coming back from Mars. There’s nothing faintly ergonomic or modern about
this OTB parlor. The Yankee Clipper OTB down on John Street charges five dollars admission.
Now, that’s a classy operation, no question. Leave it to the Wall Streeters. Here, the grown men
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reminded Mario of dogs sitting below the dinner table, necks craned, eyes wide and anxious,
begging for a scrap or two to fall in their moistening mouths. It really was a dog’s life, this joint.
Except that these specimens were bipeds and unleashed. One oldster brings his own folding chair,
its straps filthy and caked with dirt and dust. It sucks to have time on your hands, Mario thought.
Mario never did have a dog. He once got to care for his neighbor’s Irish setter when the
neighbor went on vacation for two weeks, and that was a ton of fun. But he was ten then, almost
two decades had passed. A few years ago, he rented the movie Paulie on DVD, and decided to get
a parrot just like the title character. He even named it Paulie. It was a conure, to be precise. Paulie
came from Granada, in Nicaragua, the pet store owner had told him. He impressed Mario with a
rich Spanish accent. “They call Granada the Gran Sultana del Gran Lago, the great sultan of the
great lake,” he said proudly.
“Damn,” Mario lamented. “Pretty impressive. It’ll be a shame to just have him cooped up
in my apartment, coming from all that. Now he’s just gonna be Paulie de la Casa Mario.”
“Yes, yes, it is,” the owner had commiserated. “All animals must undergo an adjustment
period when they first come into a home. But you know what? They adapt, and survive, and
thrive. They must.”
Conures, the clowns of the parrot world, are a real pisser. It is not unlike having Jack
Black or Jim Carrey around all the time. They are unable to live without engaging in attentionseeking behavior; it’s simply in their DNA. The hanging upside-down, the swaying back and
forth, the dancing. It’s a regular Vegas act in their cages. Mario sure enjoyed the hell out of it.
Maybe he had simply gotten used to the clientele at work, and needed a little buzz at home too.
Or maybe he just needed company.
Whatever, Paulie came into the picture just before Diana. As much as he was amused
by Paulie’s acrobatics and choreography, he got used to it. Before long, as the pet store owner
suggested in all seriousness, he taught Paulie how to speak, spending one or two hours a
night tutoring him with stories out of the day’s paper. Paulie was a surprisingly quick study.
Mario rewarded him accordingly. Being from the tropics, Paulie was partial to tropical fruits.
Mario would always have a tropical treat waiting after every study session. Mangos, papayas,
pineapples, kiwis, bananas, nectarines, pomegranates, cherries, grapes, tangerines, or cantaloupes
were always on the menu. You can’t live by seeds and grain alone. Mario made sure his protégé
would be living large.
Six months ago, Diana was let go from Macy’s, a victim of the recession. The layoff
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had hit her hard. The other girls had become her sisters, the scents her babies.
She moved in with Mario in Park Slope, mainly to cut her expenses to the
very bone while she looked for work. It was a win-win for the males of the
household. Paulie got to be petted more often and had a daytime audience for
his shenanigans. And Mario got, well, more sex. At least initially.
After two months of this cozy arrangement, Paulie began squawking
“Hiya, Mike!” every time Diana’s cell phone rang. It was rather uncanny and
unsettling for Mario. He knew enough not to chalk it all up to happenstance. He
always had to manipulate happenstance to meet women, Diana included. Yet,
he held his peace, giving her the benefit of the doubt. Then Paulie, not known
for his reticence, acquired the habit of making kissing noises whenever he
heard the name Mike on television or the radio. This was frequently, as part of
Mario’s morning routine was to listen to a sports-talk radio show with the most
alliterative of titles: Mike and Mike in the Morning. Mario may have seethed
on the inside, but kept cool as a kiwi in his behavior. His cologne bottle was
running low, and he decided to stop wearing it altogether.
The oddity of Paulie’s exuberant shout-outs and smooching went on for
some time. Then one night, Mario and Diana snuggled up on the sofa together
and started kissing. Paulie cried out, in approximately Diana’s register, “I love
you, Mike!”
Mario broke free of her and demanded, “Now who in the hell is
Mike?!”
Diana broke down in tears and confessed to a three-month fling. They
even met in the apartment while Paulie looked on. Diana hadn’t been discreet
enough to drape the cage. If she were a bird, she might have been a peacock,
forever flaunting her fine feathers. Cold busted. Well, perhaps cold is not quite
the right word, the whistle-blower being a warm-blooded tropical bird whose
cousin Sam hit it big as a mascot, hawking Fruit Loops for Kellogg’s.
Weeks after Diana moved back home with her parents, Mario posted
an ad on Craigslist: “Cinnamon green conure parrot, sweet, tame and cage
for $300. Won’t last long! Hand-raised bird loves to be petted. Acrobat will
amuse you for hours doing tricks. He comes with a cage, toys and all the food
you need for months. (Loves fruit too.) Taught large English vocabulary, well
trained. While with him, a smile will never leave your face. Will be incredibly,
painfully loyal.”
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A Ride Through Lima
Cynthia Via

The heavy bag strapped to my back and the urgency to leave the airport filled
me with a sudden rush of energy. But my mom and I were stranded in the Jorge Chavez
airport in Lima, with no one to help us with our six bags of heavy luggage. After
retrieving them, a nice airport worker brought us a cart and helped us load them on. The
last time we were here was six years ago, surely things had changed, but we still had a
fear of being robbed. I remember being here then, the airport had barely any security
guards, there was no sense of order, and there was a fear— that the seemingly nice
fellow, who would offer his assistance, would be the one to steal your bags. But it was a
different reality now, although my mom was still panic stricken.
My plan was to travel light. I accomplished that, but there was no sense in
convincing my mom out of bringing her six suitcases. For good reason though, most of
the stuff was intended for my family. Neatly packed clothes, shoes, and an assortment
of gifts lay inside. Some of the clothes had belonged to my sister and me, but we had
outgrown it and wanted to give it away to our younger cousins. Here people needed
jeans, sweaters, shoes, jackets, hats—things we often had too much of back home.
After passing through the endless circus of security guards and check points, we
finally found ourselves near the exit. There were people waiting for passengers to arrive,
waving signs with names that were not ours. We were looking for my uncle, but there
was no sign of him.
We headed outside the airport and began feeling apprehensive with so many
strangers walking about, they were Peruvians yet we felt a fragile connection. To
search for a taxi or to walk around made us uneasy; clearly we were starting to feel like
foreigners. There were two kinds of taxis: the expensive ones— mainly there to provide
safety and a chance to rip tourists off, and ones that were cheaper, riskier, and smellier.
In a moment of great relief my mom finally spotted my uncle. After excited
greetings were exchanged, we got in the car to drive to my aunt’s house, where we
would stay for the duration of our time in Lima.
The memories flooded back to me while hearing the Limeño accent and the
music playing on the car-radio. The ride to Covida was as I had remembered it from
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six years ago. On the left side of the main road were dirty, run-down hardware shops with crusty
ceilings and faded white walls. Those walls often displayed the names of candidates for city and
national elections. Sometimes you’d see posters of upcoming concerts in the city designed in
fruity, psychedelic colors.
My dad and my sister would arrive three days later. In the meantime, my mom and I
paraded around with my younger cousins all over the city. First stop was an art exhibit, which
displayed photographs of hostels in the city. It explored the decadent, the gritty and porno-esque
aspect of those fine establishments.
By the end of the night we arrived at a park exhibition, where a number of elaborate
water fountains were on display. These were newly renovated areas that in the past were left to
rot. Now, it was a Mecca for tourists and it provided the city with a large revenue. Then there
were the exclusive areas of Lima, frequented mainly by the middle and upper class. Although it
was appetizing and enjoyable, there was something missing from Lima’s well-do-areas. Surely
they were nice; especially Miraflores, San Borja, and San Isidro, the financial district, but they
lacked the energy and the cunning unpredictability.
These areas were often seething with tourists and business professionals. And they
were always known to house chain stores, especially foreign ones. But now the stores were
spreading to other locations. One, which appeared all over the city, was InkaFarma, a Chilean
pharmaceutical company. The American chains included Starbucks, McDonald’s, KFC, and a
few brand name clothing outlets like Nike, Adidas and Coach. Most Peruvians don’t shop or eat
in these places because they are only in the progressive or exclusive districts, and they’re more
expensive than the moms & pops.
What struck me the most about Lima were the changes that had occurred in the time of
my absence. All of Lima was transforming, but some areas had changed from poverty stricken to
lower- middle class neighborhoods. In many of the progressive areas, like Surquillo, Chorillo, and
Pueblo Libre, new apartments were constructed to fit this new expanding class.
Back in Covida, while sitting at the table after dinner, my aunt explained to us how Lima had
greatly improved. “Every week there’s a new shopping mall opening,” she said. Over some
biscuits and coffee, she told us how easy it was to get loans for a down payment on a car, a house,
or a business.
Covida had the energetic rhythm with a jagged landscape that the exclusive areas lacked.
The houses around my aunt’s neighborhood were brilliantly painted in yellows, reds, blues and
oranges; they were architecturally strange, yet visually amazing. Some houses displayed faded
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colors of blue, gray or red. Some were missing paint; it was a custom to paint only the front of the
houses in some districts. My aunt’s house had the divine color of teal blue, which stood out from
the rest of the houses.
In the daytime, the food markets were up and running. From inside emanated a blend
of voices and music. Going to the market was an all-day affair, filled with a thousand smells
basking in the humid air. One had to bargain with fruit vendors, and go through rows of fruits
and vegetables. The cheapest and the tastiest ceviche was around here, and could be aqcuired for
under two dollars.
I was talking to my older cousin, Renzo, one night while we were outside his mom’s
house in Covida. He was over 30 and worked in the financial district as a manager and lived in
San Borja. He told me about a recent trend that was occurring; warehouses were being turned into
duplexes. “Really?” I said. “It’s not as popular here like over there, but they’re spreading,” he
said. I told him he should move to Surchillo. “Yes, but it’s too Limeño for me,” he said laughing.
This was like saying “It’s too New York,” or simply too gritty for my taste.
That same night I had the urge to leave my aunt’s house and go to my cousin Eli’s
apartment. But I had no way of getting to Surquillo, it was on the other side of Lima. It was night
time and I didn’t want to be alone and stranded in a taxi or in a bus. You never knew what to
expect with taxis. One time I took a taxi that had a half-broken back seat; the springs were ready
to come out any day. But the cab driver was a pleasant person— he actually talked; most of them
don’t talk to you. They put all their concentration on the unrelenting traffic, since there are car
accidents every so often.
Renzo offered to give me a ride on his motorcycle. It would only take thirty minutes to
Eli’s apartment. But it was an eternity in my mind, a beautiful eternity through the city. I passed
through all the places I had seen since the beginning of the trip: the sordid neighborhoods, the
graffiti painted streets, the colonial districts, and the rapidly growing districts that were now
adorned with city parks or museums. And I could see the lights coming from the far mountains at
the edge of the city; it came from the slums or what they called here “pueblos jovenes,” or young
villages.
Sunday night, my cousins, Eli and Betito, and I decided to walk over to Miraflores. We
sat down outside a modern restaurant, painted green and stylized with futuristic gray chairs and
tables. They served some Peruvian dishes, but they were expensive and lacked in authenticity. It
was mostly greasy food that you choose to delight yourself when you’re not all sober. An Irish
coffee was the same price as it would have been in New York City.
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“These people don’t know how the other side lives,” Betito said. “They are in their own
world apart from the rest.” My cousins told me how in their neighborhood, people petitioned to
put up a wall to separate themselves from the poorer side. They didn’t end up doing it because it
was an obvious act of discrimination. In Lima, the separation was vivid even without walls.
It was my Uncle George’s birthday, so we decided to make our way to his house. We
hopped on to a white combi, which is essentially a van, this one in particular was old and it had
been rammed in the backside. There were only two types of transportation for the majority:
combis or micros. Micros are the medium sized buses, which are a lot bigger and more popular.
In times of need however, a combi would always be there to save you. With no set stops, the
driver makes them up as he goes, or when a passenger yells at him to let them off. The driver has
an assistant who collects the fare and is an essential part of this business.
Before my cousins and I hopped in, there were more then five assistants from different
cars yelling at us to get on. “Come on we’re going to Surco, get in, last call!” Most of them were
younger than 15 years old. The assistant in our combi wasn’t content until the car was completely
packed. I could sense people were beginning to get irritated. The assistant, dressed in a hoodie
and baggie jeans was walking around banging on the outside of the combi, while yelling, “We’re
going to Surco, Barraco… last call!” He gave his last yells as the car began speeding, and he
slammed the car door shut. I was squished in the back, feeling like a sack of potatoes.
We arrived to the less appreciated side of Surco. The streets had a sordid quality, but
overall better than the worst districts in Lima. We walked around looking for a deli to get a bottle
of wine or rum but most of them were closed, until we knocked on one deli. The owner was
reluctant to open the door and asked who we were. “We just want to get some wine and rum.” I
handed her the twenty Peruvian soles (a little less than seven American dollars) through the black
gate. I barely got a glimpse of the inside of the store. The lady’s tired face soon faded from my
mind.
After we finally arrived at my uncle’s we sat on rusty red chairs outside of his house. He
was surprised to see us. My uncle George always gave the best hugs, which had great warmth
and enthusiasm. It was the “I miss you hug” that I rarely got at home. George was my mom’s
only brother, and whenever she could she would help him out. He was lovable and generous with
everyone. His only weakness was his loss of hearing. He could only hear you when you went
right up to his ear and raised your voice.
His wife was making food to sell so she gave us a few of her anticuchos, a traditional dish
made of cow’s heart grilled on a skewer. It was made with Peruvian spices and complemented
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with boiled potatoes, white corn, and hot sauce, an essential ingredient in any dish.
The house inside was mostly empty except for a TV, some chairs, an armoire, and a red
table where the family made Peruvian cookies. The kitchen was hidden in a corner and the rooms
were down the hallway. It was small and humble but warm. We all sat in a circle and drank the
freely flowing Cuba Libre, a drink made of coke, lime and rum. As the night progressed, my girl
cousins and I danced to a radio playing Peruvian salsa and Huayno, the traditional Andean music.
The laughter was endless; the whole family was a mix of comedians.
After a turbulent night full of dancing and laughs at my uncle’s we slept at Eli’s
apartment. My unemployed cousin Betito was sleeping on the small couch with his arms sprawled
out. Eli refused to wake up from her bed, even though she had classes to attend— “No, please let
me sleep, just a little more,” she said. We managed to make it out of the apartment by two in the
afternoon. Five flights down and we were faced with the light of day—the light of shame. It was
the shame of sleeping for too long, and with a hangover that still plagued us; we had no sense of
direction.
What was I doing on a work day walking around in a drunken daze while street vendors,
taxi drivers, fruit vendors, bakery owners, children selling candies, children shining shoes,
mothers selling food in their small carts, displayed a hunger for life— fighting for the next
sunrise. I was passing through life without being half as alive as the people of Peru. They were
filled with a sense of action and movement, not just ideas. It was a force that I longed to be a part
of, something I had missed out on—a community.
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everything I see echoes images of tree lines soaring
water slipping over glowing nighttime sand
smells of the ocean in our hair
and your shampoo in my hands
I hear the hummingbirds in my ears at the vibration
of every phone
every buzzing guitar string is a beetle song iridescent in my ear
and your thoughts on love and human beings
and theories of tidal patterns
are threaded through my mind
punctuating the present world
with beads of corrosive memory
in the ghostly face of midnight meditations
and journeys through empty parkways
below skies of ink and glitter
I’m a conscious hibernator
in every pinprick I feel you
and the places we were
and have been
and will be again,
if all hopes are fated
or if all fates are culminating
in places of you and I and the dark
on the sand dusted stones of a shore at midnight.

Angela Melamud

A Million Tumbling Suns
Folded in the paper trash
Like flower petals in my nest
Taken from the little boy
That stands over the ledge  
Maybe in a year or more
We’ll come around like good fools should
Finely perched with cups in hand
Ready for the day to tear
Treasures along the mountains side
Carved against its holy braille
The light of god in Jesus skies
Burns over the poppy field  
Smite in all that’s green and frail
And frowns around the lusty waves
Towards the beast with charming hands
That keeps you bent by guile  
With all that’s wet inside the cove
And red like torn scales of your wake
Drifting over hilly sides
Forces dew create in us  
Sewn like patches for the dead
They crust inside the holes they lay
In spite of all that makes them sigh…
We roam across the universe
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Imagine

L i l l i a n
R i z z o

Sitting in a circle, incense filled the air and overpowered me. My tiny nostrils
would take in the scents of candles, flowers and other aromas I could not identify. As
a little girl I would hold my daddy’s hand and join complete strangers singing, “Give
peace a chance.” Each year, we would embark on our perennial ritual and flock to
Strawberry Fields in Central Park on John Lennon’s birthdays and for memorials held
in the late Beatles’ honor.
We would leave early in the morning and park on the same block every
year, or so I thought. My dad and I would go to the same exact flower stand and I
would have the honor of choosing the carnations or roses. On the outside the stand
looked like any other corner store with flowers in the front, but to me it was the shop
where I bought presents for John Lennon. The little green canisters dripped water as
rubber band bound stems were cramped inside. My eyes usually gravitated towards
the bright multi-colored bunches. On our way we would stop at the Dakota. I would
reach down and graze the cement with my tiny fingers, thinking of when he strolled
this very street for the final time. “This was the last patch of earth he stood on before
he went to heaven,” I would think. As a 21-year-old, the same thought crosses my
mind as I stare down at the lifeless cement.
Crossing Central Park West, I could hear the singing getting closer. My ears
drank up the familiar songs as I grew anxious to get there. I never realized until now
that some of my best childhood memories are from memorial services. Upon arrival I
would drop the clasp of my daddy’s hand and walk up to the Imagine circle. I would
lay down my flowers and whisper “I love you John Lennon.” After returning to his
side, my father would stand there in thought, reflecting and slightly frowning. Then
we would join the crowd for the rest of the day.
Certain years stand out to me, while others I only know of through stories
and reminders. For instance, one year I wore a Beatles t-shirt that said “New Kids
on the Block” with a picture of the four mop-top lads smiling underneath. The day
vividly stands out in my memory because it was my favorite Beatles shirt. As a child
I loved the early years of their music since I was unable to connect to and understand
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the revolutionary, psychedelic songs of their later career as a band. Every year I picked out a shirt
showing the young Beatles on it or one with silly quotes professing my love for them. The year
I wore that shirt, everyone in the crowd loved it. Cameras were being pulled out and throngs of
Lennon enthusiasts asked my dad if they could take a picture with his little daughter. Feeling a
sense of closeness, my father and I laughed and flashed peace signs to the cameras, as if we knew
everyone there our whole lives.
The experiences I can not recall are from my toddler and younger years. This is when
my grandfather would come with us, three generations of Beatles fans together. Hanging on
my father’s living room wall is a yellowed daily New York newspaper article, “They Came to
Imagine and Remember John.” The three of us are featured in the article; my father and I are
quoted.
When I think about my intense love for the 1960s, it is hard for me to pinpoint where
it started because I knew the lyrics to “Love Me Do” before “Happy Birthday.” My childhood
was surrounded by music of the era, and not just the Beatles. Some could call it influenced or
brainwashed, but my dad was the reason for my passion. As I grew older I wanted to know the
underlying meanings of the music and who the artists were. I was only to find out that it was an
integrated culture, not one part of it was isolated.
I have finally figuring out that my fascination stems from those days spent sitting in
Strawberry Fields and feeling like I was home. Instead of running to the playground in the park,
I ran towards the music. It was like a magnetic pull. The smells, the sounds and the people gave
me the experiences that shaped my life. Even though I never got to live in the 60s, those times in
the park were spent with people from the decade, who still lived like they had back then. They
became my friends and for that day we were a family. I am never at complete peace until I am
standing at the edge of the mosaic circle. Even when I go to Central Park today, I pause at this
sight in honor, memorial and love. I remember the best moments I spent with my father alone,
and the foundation of a bond that runs deeper than just being daddy’s little girl. I reflect on the
impact John Lennon’s music made on my life, and I thank him and wish that I could have been
alive when he walked the streets of Manhattan. But most of all I feel the overpowering sense
of love and peace. I hope it is like a day in the 1960s. Even now, as I enter this part of Central
Park, I still feel like the little girl letting going of my daddy’s hand to put the carnations on John
Lennon’s place of peace, love and rock ‘n’ roll.
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Commuter Here, There, Everywhere—To Say M i k h a i l
P o z i n
(Almost) Nothing of the Cab
“Chaos often breeds life, while order breeds habit.” - Henry Adams, American historian
Even the most intrepid of all native New Yorkers will have some trepidation about driving
within city limits. If your hair doesn’t turn gray from the frustration of finding a parking spot, it
certainly will from the time spent in gridlock. And then you have to deal with the crazy cabbies
and the horse carriages and the pedi-cabs and the … It’s common knowledge—if you’re traveling
anywhere in New York City, you’re at the mercy of the MTA. Love them (really?) or hate them
(that’s more like it) the trains are the glue that bind the people of the city, however long their stay,
unlike anything else.
Speaking of stay, you might find your visit extended far more than you expected with
how much time you’ll spend waiting on the platform, hoping that your chosen spot is precisely
where the train doors will open. Never, ever will you look up the train times prior to leaving your
apartment. No, you will, time after time, run down (or up) the stairs only to have the doors slam in
your face. But you’re a seasoned veteran, having already shoved your bag through the door, and in
the midst of being assisted by your fellow man prying the doors open for you. Fearlessly navigating
through a couple of rapid door slams by an overly irate (and I’d wager sadistic) conductor, in you
slip. This time, you hope, you’ll win in that game of Russian roulette (with an automatic) that is
rush hour and the conductor’s whim-less station bypass decisions.
You can’t just sit (or more likely, stand) on the train. No, you’ll be packed like a sardine
in that wee train car, getting closer to your fellow New Yorkers than you ever thought you would
before. You might as well be Eskimos preparing to kiss. Speaking of romance, it’s doubtful that
anyone has ever (successfully) proposed on the train, as the ring was surely stolen moments after
that iconic knee-drop. With that said, keep your wallet in your side pockets; not only will you not
get pick-pocketed as easily, but is it really that comfortable to sit on that bulky thing?
Before you get to that one big stop where just about everybody gets off, and your aching
feet are guaranteed to help find themselves comfortably (in a manner of speaking) in sitting position,
you will, without a doubt, be stuck, courtesy of train traffic ahead of you. The very idea of train
traffic can send even the most talented particle physicists to the loony bin, but us fervent New
Yorkers brave it. Daily. Nay, several times a day. Really, train traffic?
You settle down on a seat, broadening your shoulders so as to provide yourself with a
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morsel of personal space, and that’s when the entertainment comes on. Oh, we didn’t mention there
was entertainment? Breakdancers, wandering gospel quartets, malodorous bums with crude jokes
and a knack for pole dancing, mariachi bands (and valiant mariachi singles), acoustic serenaders,
and bongo players. For just a dollar that’s not going to any school or sports team, you can get some
M&Ms Peanuts to munch on while you wait. And when you leave the train, you’ll find a mute on
an eerily-customized electronic violin stringing along to 90s pop songs, drum sets made from truly
the most arbitrary items, Beatles impressionists of all shapes and sizes, New Age Native American
bands, group urban acrobatics, and emotionally evocative performances from makeshift Erhus. It’s
a good thing you have so much change to give away.
Sure, we have our perverts and inappropriate touches. But it certainly beats the hell out of
drunk drivers. And I’d like to see you try fall asleep at the wheel (please don’t). On the subway? If
your head hasn’t wound up on someone else’s shoulder yet, then your shoulder has certainly served
as a pillow over the years. Nor can you read a book while you drive, let alone appreciate some of
the fine effort put into the train advertisements (and maybe even take some home as a memento).
Forget The New York Times’ Best Sellers List, those on the subway with their noses buried in their
books (and not sound asleep) are the most indicative measure of this month’s most popular reading
material. Twilight, unfortunately, can still be found on that list.
Driving into/throughout the city prevents you from enjoying the one spot where the eight
million New Yorkers can simultaneously experience a moment (hopefully not all at once, it’s
crowded enough as is). It’s the one spot where we can be virtually certain that we won’t hear more
than a handful of phone conversation, limited to those with phones picking up service from the
antennas on the backs of rats (the FCC is currently investigating), and momentarily unshackle our
own otherwise inescapable satellite-operated chains. It’s also where we can start a conversation
with a stranger, share a bewildered look, be taken aback by the sight of a person you’ve ridden
with once before, transmit or acquire an infectious smile, bump into an old friend, and grumble in
unison at the ever increasing fares. In your car, you’re with your music, your spilled coffee, and
your imminent gray hair. You’re also all alone, and in a city so big, you really could stand to grab
any chance you can to have some we-time. Otherwise, it’s just dark and cold. Like London.
Times Square has its lights, Columbus Circle has its fountain, and Fifth Avenue has its
stores. But in order to get there, you’re going to need the subway system, its faults and filth, leaks
and smells, unsettlingly warm air and cacophonous trains notwithstanding. The stations can hardly
accommodate crowds during rush hour, and the announcements are indecipherable. The rats are
as revolting as the bums frightful; the wait about as unbearable as the dissonant music blasting
out from the ears of your fellow straphangers. The single-passenger cars are piled up in an orderly
fashion at every traffic light with identical passengers day to day; the teeming trains are utter chaos
at every station with thousands of new faces. So, can you guess where the life is?
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Margaret Ceccarelli

Stoic Rejection

Modern
Melancholy

Rebecca
Forbes

blank faces pass by me.
the air is filled with anxiety and suspicion.
rushing through the hours,
they move without a destination.
to stop would signal defeat,
and everyone wants to win.
listening to no one, they demand to be heard.
but there is nothing to say.
their minds are as empty as their faces.
Unhappiness is the most popular party in town.
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Poppy

Stephen de Jesus Frias
Poppy flowers, bright red with
a black core.
Reminiscent of war, resembling
the destruction of homes and families
all the same.
The red petals burn brightly—a fire
destroying everything in sight.
Spreading wild like an open field.
Its stamen is black
as it slowly turns all into
nothingness.
As it decays, it becomes a
black hole
drawing everything in.
It is dark like the soul of a soldier,
blood-stained and tattered.
Signifying the means to an end;
the coming home to nothing.
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At the onset of autumn
I watched the moon swim
Between the clouds,
Wading on the shallow end.
I pleaded —
It wouldn’t yield.
Unrelenting,
Tightly clutching its gossamer cloak.

October 3

rd

Margaret Fu

Once a year it sheds that pale facade
To don a golden crust
So we recover our youth,
Sheltered within the craters.
But mine has been nearly washed out.
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Two Sides
of the River
K e v i n
L y n c h
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We walked along the Shannon bank
where the tourists fished and seaweed stank.
Two little boys alone for the day
with a bucket of worms to cast away.
My brother was older but just by three years
so he caught the fish while I played reels.
And after I took the hooked worm from its mouth
it was no longer a game for this little trout.
On the way home I didn’t know why
a fish that was dead could still blink its eye.
Thirty years gone since casting that bait,
I’ve boys of my own lacking patience and faith.
Older brother, Bill, cast his bait far and wide
I hope he still catches fish on the other side.

Five
Five sensations
Swept the drunkard’s throat
Drowned in confusion and awe:

Suzanna
Delgado

One.
Have mercy and patience love,
As I count reflections from the raindrops
On the car’s cracked windshield.
Quatre, cinq, six…
They’ll be here soon love,
As I count your slow uneasy heartbeats;
Which were meant only for me.
Siete, ocho, nueve…
“Have patience my love,”
As I count all your broken bones,
And the pieces of glass piercing your skin.
Ten, eleven, twelve…
“Have patience my love,”
As I count the screaming sirens
Racing toward us on the unending expressway.
Thirteen, thirteen, thirteen…
“Have patience my love,”
As I re-count and re-count
The times you pleaded with me to reduce speed.
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Y e l e n a
Kozachkova

Spoonfuls
Grams handed me a spoon
with which to stir my tea
but it broke, right in her hand.
She flicked it into the
waste basket and listened to it clank
before she sat down; her joints
cracked from their wear.
“Broken spoons serve no one,
not used to stir or pour sugar from
but are disposed of;
I am like a broken spoon,” she said,
as a tear trickled down her wrinkled canvas.
Her vintage fingers shook against
the flower-clothed table. Somehow
she looked older now.
I took the spoon out of the trash
and washed it.
With it I poured sugar
into my cup and stirred and did
not throw it back out, but
placed it among the whole spoons- where
it stood just as tall.
While sipping my tea I noticed
Granny smile.
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Eugene
L e e

Lunatic Phase
Neglect begets regret
forget the debt in mindset.
The futile power turns sour,
capricious narcissus flower.
Said doom comes into the gloom
and sees full bloom on a blue moon,
The silver globe’s waning is whining,
celestially waxing and unceasingly taxing.
Most times of the lucid lunar are bearable
but once a blue phase, they build up too terrible,
a drone’s drudgery, clockwork like a gibbous
weekly dreariness eclipsed by a Friday facetious.
The 9-5 tidal emotions ebb and flow to the crescent,
a hope to clam up and calm the rampant torrent,
I live vicariously through these waves that falter
or else I’d feel as stagnant and numb as dead water.
Although the ocean has doldrums, it also harbors ardor
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Till Death

R o n
Mouadeb

They are my protectors
and my confidantes.
An army of soldiers,
standing at attention.
Smoke and ash —
an impenetrable shield —
surrounds me as they ignite,
prepared to die for me.
And I for them.
When they kill me
with friendly fire.
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Drawings
Tatiana Kamneva
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Rest-Less

Michelle
Bochynski

I crack my eyes open,
eyelashes now detached.
my body’s form remains
the skin inversely patched
as my dry lips chafe,
above two rows of paste.
lying - firm on white sheets
running - loose in mind’s haste.
reality stares me in the face
dreams become the sole escape
my heart wraps around your love
vulnerable - yet completely safe.
An oxymoron - my life has always been.
True to the Libra scale
Contradictory but in sync.
I move along with motion;
Pause -- I never, may.
A traveler I am through night
A conquistador by day.
My mind seeks greatness,
My heart the same.
When the road to redemption retracts,
My frame holds to avoid dismay.
poetry
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Jennifer
Calamia

Game Decay
The rotting smell of decay seeps out through our pores and sticks to our skins.
The light inside, full of life, grows cold and the hell you feel just won’t freeze over
and life is greater than love is greater than death is greater than life
and you’re nothing more than words in another inequality that cycles,
viciously turning until you can’t see the world around you.
The spinning takes you places, and those places make you sick.
You want the thoughts to stop because the memories force you to remember.
But you can’t stop drinking down what’ll stop the pain.
When it stops working, ripping the wound anew,
you realize that you’re drowning in the blood that seeps from your very being.
Rolling the dice in the game we call life and drawing hands that rhyme,
you race to be the first one to reach “The End” before time runs out,
feeling the burning, beating, slowing, freezing,
hearing the screech of car tires as they struggle to break
before they hit what is no longer living.
You hold in your hands the mangled remains of what used to be a heart.
You’ve reached the end, but you realize that you left “Happily Ever After”
the second
you picked up
the dice.
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Bought for a
Bargain

Ye l e n a
Kozachkova

I sold my soul to the devil
but the devil sold it back to me.
Can’t change to that level,
cause it’s one where I shouldn’t be.
I rose from the depths of sin.
Went with truth but returned a lie,
resurrected from my canvas within.
Please devil, have another try.
Rejected by the devil,
now I find the devil I reject.
I revel as a rebel,
good and evil’s only suspect.
Now, I’m the highest bidder.
My contract’s ready, just sign away.
Refined for the sour and the bitter,
I’m waitin’ at the alleyway.
Even the devil has a soul,
trust me, I’d know.
I bought it whole
and now I reign below.
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Ta m e k a
Va s q u e z

As If I Truly Needed
A Reason
I wrote because no one else cared to find the moon
after the sky was washed with tears and I needed to find my way home.
I wrote because where I lived blunts and sights of fast cars
replaced the brains of twelve year olds considered grown.
I wrote because the sunset would get my nerves jumping and I’d
glare at it as though I didn’t have exams to study for.
Whenever a new tree was planted
out of which fruit would grow, I wrote, flowing seeds furthermore.
Everytime his lips touched my hand and grew cocoons
to nest months of butterflies,
I wrote
to somehow find my way past that track runners body
and pretty brown eyes.
As if every tear was newly added to the dictionary
and I needed to know each meaning,
I wrote
in honor of the brown skins of beauty
from which the generations have been weaning.
From crossway to runway back to the subway
where the same faces begged for the same change
I wrote because a man too black but not black enough
won the multitudes just with the thought of Change.
Because my smile was too sweet
anything that passed my lips ached my jaw to voice,
I wrote like the future was my heartbeat
and to get there in one piece left me with one choice.
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to know more and understand less; to be engraved in stone,
I wrote
as if I truly needed a reason.

Deep
Cerebration
Donnell Culver

art
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Deep
Cerebration
Donnell Culver
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New Years Eve
Michael Wursthorn

“… three, two, one … Happy New Year!”
Bodies reached across the club floor to pull one another close, spilling drinks
and shouting salutations to anyone that would listen. The club’s sleek bar, equipped
with dimmed lights along the edges, glowed just bright enough to light the excited
faces. Viola’s guests ranged from college kids escaping the confines of the Village to
seek refuge in New York’s Meatpacking District, to newly employed graduates looking
to burn a little cash in the hope of a good year. Amid the sea of bodies, a tightly packed
group of eight stood in a circle near the tinted windows.
“Happy New Year guys!” they shouted as they raised their glasses and clanked
them hard enough to spill the contents.
Christie slowly sucked her cosmopolitan, allowing the liquid to quickly rush
between her teeth, chilling them. A second glass was already in her hand. Her seacolored eyes peaked out just above the pink drink, looking up at her closest friends.
The tranquil expression emanating from her face gave no hint of what was actually on
her mind: mental snapshots of her father attached to a breathing apparatus, plugged
into IVs.
As the DJ worked the crowd back from Dick Clark’s countdown, he began
blasting a remix of Taylor Swift’s “Love Story.” The crowd accepted the change
from Clark’s old, familiar voice to the fresher noise. Heather started bouncing beside
Christie, attempting to get Swift’s rhythm. The third cosmopolitan, more of which was
landing on her dress than in her mouth, prevented her from catching the beat.
“ … And my daddy said stay away from Juliet, but you were everything to me
and I was begging you please don’t go,” roared the speakers, coming in from every
angle.
Dancing with her friends, Christie’s teeth happily flashed at them as she
bobbed her head from side to side, accompanied by a pointed finger. She would
briefly pause to draw from her martini glass, each sip becoming more frequent until it
was empty. Her dance was slowing and her eyes lazily looked upon the group. Soon
enough, Mark was back with a fresh round. Christie quickly grabbed her replacement
from him.
“Cigarette?” yelled Joanna to the group.
A few nods from Mel, Derek, and Christie began a procession towards the
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These Bicycles Are H i s L e g a c y
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door. Derek led the way, using his shoulders to pry groups apart, like Moses parting the Red Sea. They
eventually made it to the door and were directed to a velvet rope-enclosed area outside.
It seemed like the coldest night any of them could remember. In fact it would turn out to be the
coldest New Year’s Eve in nearly twenty years. If they had known this, perhaps Christie would not have
ended up with frostbite on several of her toes.
Huddled closely together, they each grabbed a cigarette from Joanna and jammed it into their
mouths. Derek, a quick-witted stocky 22-year-old, lit each one. The four of them puffed, resembling a
small squad of World War II soldiers huddled near one another, sharing the warmth between them.
“This was a pretty good idea Mel. I’m glad we got the hell out of Queens and Brooklyn,” said
Derek.
“Yea fools. It’s a nice place and everyone’s having a good time, dancing like idiots,” replied Mel.
“I’m having a blast,” Christie threw in.
“We know,” laughed Derek. Before he began his next sentence, he considered his words
carefully.
“Are you OK? I know this can’t be easy, your first New Year’s without him.”
Christie’s eyes looked beyond Derek for a moment and without meeting his, said, “No, I’m fine.
It’s not like it’s my first holiday without my dad. You could say Christmas kinda prepared me for this.”
As the conversation drifted to how cold it was, each of the quartet eventually extinguished and
tossed their cigarette buds, retreating back to the warmth of the party.
Derek’s girlfriend, Allison, pulled him aside and began dancing. It was their first dance of the
night although they had already been there for nearly three hours. Allison, a curly haired brunette who
barely reached Derek’s shoulder, was enjoying the open bar, getting her $95 worth.
“Having fun?” she yelled into his ear.
“Hmmm, yes, lots,” he replied back smiling, enjoying the music as they swayed. After so many
years together there was no need to constantly repeat, “I love you,” and as Derek gently looked in her
eyes, they could both hear the words in their heads.
Suddenly Christie stumbled into Derek, “Water, I just need a little water,” she said. Joanna asked
for some too. Derek let go of Allison and forced his way through the crowd yet again, this time, towards
the bar. Just a little over an hour into the New Year, the crowd did thin out just a bit. The open bar was
ending at 2 AM after all.
Getting to the bar, he attempted to flag down the waiter he had tipped $40 when he first came in.
Trying to play the hotshot, Derek assumed a hefty tip at the open bar would guarantee quick service and
preferential treatment. Furthest thing from the truth. The bartender he tipped didn’t serve him the rest of
the night, forcing Derek to throw more $5s and $10s at each new bartender. But this time no money was
coming out of his pocket.
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“Two waters please,” shouted Derek to the bubbly young bartender as she leaned over the bar,
showing off her C-cup chest. Almost instinctually, Derek reached into his pocket, more than happy to
throw $5 on the bar but then thought better of it.
Returning with two waters in hand, Derek searched for his two tipsy companions.
“Christie took Joanna to the bathroom downstairs. I think she was feeling pretty sick,” Allison told Derek.
Not thinking much of this, he made his way to the bathrooms. If she was sick, Joanna could
use water after all. He was sure she’d appreciate the change from downing Jack and Coke while kissing
nearly every dark-haired boy that walked by her. She had a pick of men that night, all willing to retrieve a
drink for her in exchange for a little optimism – she wasn’t that type of girl though.
After making his way down the narrow staircase, Derek stood before two long lines for the
restrooms. He found a habitable spot beside the lines to wait for Christie to reappear with Joanna. While
staring blankly at the floor, dangling two Poland Spring bottles from either hand, he noticed Mel trying to
get his attention.
“Hey, what are you waiting for?” she asked.
“Allison told me Christie brought Joanna down here. She said she’s sick,” replied Derek.
“Chris is sick?” asked Mel.
“No, she said Joanna is, and she’s down here,” he said.
Mel squinted, looking past him; she nudged his shoulder and shouted for him to turn around. He
could see Christie lying on the floor through the open door of the women’s bathroom. Derek let the open
bottles crash to the floor, splashing onlookers. He ran into the bathroom, grabbed Christie, and dragged
her out by the shoulders. He rested her in the corner of the basement, near a kitchen entrance.
Eventually a stout Mexican worker popped his head from the service door, telling Derek to bring
her into the kitchen. Derek threw his arms around Christie’s small frame, quickly transferring her a few
feet inside.
Mel appeared beside him with a pale face, stuttering.
“Maybe someone put something in her drink,” she frantically said. “Give her water. Pour some
water down her mouth. She needs water.”
The worker shoved a thin-plastic cup of lukewarm water into Derek’s hand, and he began slowly
pouring it into her mouth while her head hung limply on his arm. Suddenly, her head shot forward,
releasing vodka-scented vomit all over his other arm and leg. He cringed at first, but put the thought out
of his mind. Christie could barely speak, open her eyes, or move. With each sip, more vomit flew from her
mouth.
Mel began arguing with the worker and gesturing wildly as she pointed to her friend in an attempt
to explain the situation. Another worker appeared and both began asking what drugs she had taken.
“She can’t stay here, we can’t have strung out girls here,” said the larger worker, dressed in a
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stained white outfit.
“She’s not on drugs. We can’t move her. She needs help,” Mel shot back.
“Get her out of here or I will,” said a larger man barreling through the service door. Recognizing
him from the front entrance, Derek thought it would be better to move her, giving in to the ex-convicts
demands.
The worker who first led Derek in guided him up the back stairs with Christie. About four years
earlier, Derek had twisted his knee, damaging the ligaments, meniscus, tendons. Although he was a
generally smart guy, he assumed an injury like that just needed a few Motrin and a knee brace. Sadly, he
had been badly mistaken.
As he reached the top of the steps, he set Christie down on a milk crate, resting for a second and
checking to see if there was any improvement. Her cold skin, closed eyes, and lack of movement made
her resemble a corpse. The once-kind worker impatiently ushered Derek and his limp friend outside,
saying they couldn’t stay there anymore.
Uncertain of what else to do, Derek carried her beyond the doors and sat on the cold ground,
cradling Christie, trying to keep her warm on the blistering night. She was dressed in a teal dress that
wrapped tightly around her mid-section, leaving her shoulders, legs, and arms exposed. At some point,
probably in transit from the bathroom, she had lost her shoes.
Derek lost track of time as he sat alone with her. Intermittently, she would rise to spew more
vomit on her caretaker. After what seemed like an eternity, Mel reappeared in a rage over Viola’s
management.
“She looks horrible, Derek,” cried Mel. “What should we do? Should we call 911?”
“I don’t know,” he replied. “She’s barely talking. I got a few words out of her, but she’s out. She
just keeps throwing up, which is good. Where are her shoes? Where is everyone else?”
“I tried getting them, they are getting their coats. I don’t know where Joanna went,” said Mel
before calling 911. It was the last thing either of them wanted to do, but this wasn’t normal. Christie
seemed to have been poisoned. She breathed regularly, but everything she tried to say was incoherent.
Her only visible sign of life was the sporadic vomitting.
Once they were alone, Christie put her first real sentence together.
“I want my Dad,” cried Christie. “I want my Dad. I want my Dad – I want my Dad!”
Earlier that February, Christie’s father had died of cancer. It was a quick turn of events following
his diagnosis in mid-December as doctors told him and the family he had throat cancer, and it was in its
final stage. There was little doctors could do for the ailing father of three, forcing his family to watch as
he succumbed rapidly.
“I know Christie, I know, it’s OK,” Derek said as he rubbed her back. “Your friends are here with
you, you’re fine. We’re all here with you.”
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She eventually fell back into her lull, before the rest of the group came bustling around Viola’s
corner, gasping.
“Hey baby, look at me baby. We’re all here. Come on,” said Allison, before sticking her fingers in
Christie’s throat, forcing the drunk girl to throw up once more.
Mel rejoined them saying she called the police several times but to no avail. Everyone agreed
they needed to get Christie out of there. Heather phoned her cousin, asking for a ride back to her house in
Long Island City.
Derek slowly carried her towards the corner, waiting for either Heather’s cousin or an ambulance
to come. Each step towards the light post, with Christie in his arms, felt as if a scolding rod was being
jammed up his leg and through his knee, sending jolts of pain he hadn’t felt since his injury. Leaning her
against the pole, they waited, mostly in silence as his mind filled with fear and uncertainty. Nearly an
hour passed since Mel first called 911 and no ambulance had arrived. Luckily, Heather’s cousin was more
reliable than New York’s emergency medical service.
Pulling up before a two-story house, all four occupants exited the car, with Derek hoisting
Christie up another flight of stairs. As he reached the top, Heather’s mother greeted the four and helped
Derek place Christie on the couch. Ragged and concerned, Heather’s mother interrogated the group
about the evening. Eventually, a batch of clothes – the biggest women’s clothes that would fit him – was
provided for Derek, allowing him to escape his vomit-saturated outfit. With just two women living in the
upstairs floor of a two-family house, Derek was thankful for the clothing he received. Seeing the clock
sitting on the kitchen counter read “6:32 AM,” he settled down, looking forward to finally ending the
night. Lying on the floor of their kitchen, wrapped in a blanket, and resting his head on a fairly flat pillow,
he could hear Joana, Heather, her mom, and Christie whispering in the next room. After nearly five hours,
she was awake enough to talk.		
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Meals: A Memory from my Grandmother
Ye l e n a K o z a c h k o v a

The photograph is ripped at the edges and though it was not originally sepia toned,
it aged that way. It is twice bent over, so her face, the face of my grandmother when she was
young, is split evenly against the creases. It is a headshot but the most prominent features are her
shoulders. They look more white than pale, stiff, and thin.
“I was twelve then, it was before we moved over to Kazakhstan as refugees to escape the
Holocaust,” she says in Russian as she strokes the picture with her unpolished fingers, “those
were hard times.” She stands, bends the photo twice over, and places it back in her pocket.
Sofia Shpiro, Bella Shpiro, Polina Doorna, and Tatyana Doorna escaped from Ukraine to
Kazakhstan together. Sofia was the second youngest at 12 years old, and Bella the oldest at 15.
Together they lived in a closet-sized studio room, where tenement apartments were dreams. The
sounds of hungry stomachs filled the room they were all slowly dying in.
Bella looked at the bread on her plate for a long time. She memorized the placement of
the crust, the texture of the hard flour at the center; the exact brown shade, before she closed her
eyes and ate all of it without a pause. Polina and Tatyana had already finished their portions and
my grandmother had yet to start hers. Sofia asked for the bigger portion but she did not receive
it. Her bony fingers cut the bread in half evenly. The first half, like her sister, she memorized and
ate. She learned to eat her memories back in Ukraine where food was also a luxury, but one more
affordable. The second half she cut into another four pieces. Polina, Tatyana, and Bella tried to
look subtly at her plate; their eyes glanced to her bread, blinked, and glanced back. My grandma
had not seen their stares; she heard them, the flap of their eyelids closing and opening, the upper
lashes grazing against the lower. She listened to the noise, memorizing it.
Bella stood to remove the dishes but Sofia placed a piece of bread in her plate and she
sat back down. The room grew smaller. “There is enough for another piece for all of us,” she said
handing out two more slices. Bella wanted to think of not eating it but her stomach grumbled,
her ribs poked out of her, and her memories left her unfilled. She ate it slowly, thanking her
sister silently with every bite. Polina and Tatyana thanked her as they looked down at the bread,
keeping their stare away from Sofia because of the guilt they felt for not feeling guilty.
Sofia finished her bread and watched as the rest ate theirs. At night, when her stomach
beat against her skin, she would think of them and the pain would diminish. Each day she made
a memory into a new make-believe cuisine so she would not grow tired of it, so she could afford
to give part of her portion to the other stomachs that wanted it just as much. They continued to
sit by the table in the dark for a long time and would have stayed there had some newspapers not
loosened from the window.
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A cold solid wind scraped their bones as Sofia went to fix the tarp with crumpled
newspapers. She saw it was her math notes that had come unstuck this week. Last week it had
been notes on grammar. My grandma was glad to see her math notes would not make for good
heat storage because with the papers stuck up against the sheet and window she could never
study. In her hands she held her Russian poetry notes, crumpled into a tight ball. She pressed
them in the hole exposed between the sheet and the window. The ball of Pushkin was not a
perfect fit. Her blank stare grew more dim, her skin more translucent.
Algebra filled the corners of the newspaper, most of the problems incomplete because it
was too cold to go to school with no shoes for the snow, so she never learned to solve them. She
liked to look at the numbers; their curves bulging from empty space onto the printed page. It was
an old newspaper so Bella let her use it for school as she had in the past. Traces of marks long
erased and written over were among the news as well. Sofia was still learning not to be distracted
by the newsprint background. She ripped a section of the unfinished problems and stuffed them
until the hole was completely covered. The room was still just as cold but it was easier for their
minds to pretend. With the hole covered she went to Bella, shivering less, the remainder of her
math notes held between both her hands. “Bellachka, teach me this tonight.”
Bella scratched her head, and pieces of dandruff fell to her shoulders. Sofia brushed them
off onto her bare feet. Her shoulders were cold so they felt like snow in her hands except none of
the dandruff flakes were unique. Her dark curly hair was up in a neat knot. It smelled like flower
stems. Bella stretched out her arms as my grandma cuddled up close. Her one arm went all the
way around my grandma while they sat shivering in the dark, speaking of math. They fell asleep
this way, Bella dreaming of real soft bread with no sawdust and Sofia of real notebooks with no
writing in it but her own.
“I want things to always be easy for you,” whispers my grandma, while she pats the
pocket she just filled with one hand and me with the other, “Are you hungry?”
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Wo r k i n g o n a P u z z l e
Teresa Lok
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DMT
DMT, or dimethyltryptamine, is the most powerful psychedelic known to
man. It can be smoked, snorted, injected, or ingested orally, each method differing in
duration and intensity. Its main effect is lucid hallucination. It is found primarily in
plants, but is also produced in small amounts by the human brain. Although its natural
function within humans is undetermined, indigenous peoples have ingested plants
containing the compound during religious rituals for centuries. To this day, native
South American cultures create a stew known as ayahuasca, which contains large
amounts of DMT. The drug became available in the United States during the 1960s,
but was quickly banned. Amongst the drug community, it is still held in reverence for
its extreme effects, though it is now relatively difficult to procure.

Arvind
Dilawar

I was sitting in Jack’s1 father’s apartment in the Financial District, waiting
for Boris to load a dash of yellowish-brown crystalline powder into the glass pipe.
Boris, a friend who was studying Chemistry at MIT, had synthesized DMT in his dorm
room and luckily had brought some back to New York. DMT burns up too quickly
if exposed to a direct flame; it needs to be vaporized. A crack pipe is ideal, but we
didn’t have one, so Boris whipped something together out of equipment he had stolen
from his school’s chemistry lab. I’ve since tried to find a substitute for that makeshift
instrument, using modified light bulbs and even a marijuana vaporizer, but nothing
works quite as well.
I sat up on the black leather desk chair, inhaling hard through the pipe as Jack
heated the portion of glass beneath the powder. Boris and my girlfriend, Zoe, watched
on as the pipe’s chamber flooded with a light gray smoke which soon filled every
recess of my lungs. The smoke had a harsh taste I can only describe as “chemical,”
sort of similar to the smell of plastic burning. I held it in as long as I could, feeling a
slight searing sensation in my chest, before exhaling and coughing.
“Take one more,” Jack urged, and I complied. After my third hit, I felt the
effects coming on. Everything slowed down.
“Take one more,” Jack said over and over again, the pitch of his voice slightly
lowering each time. I fell back into the chair, shaking my head from side to side. I felt
lightheaded. Jack’s voice began to echo, as if there were ten of him talking to me, each
one slightly more staggered than the one before. I assume he was asking me about my
condition, but I couldn’t comprehend a single word at the time. I was unable to move
1

The names of individuals and organizations have been changed due to the illicit nature of the subject.
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much, but surveyed the room. My vision was similar to a photograph taken by a camera set on
a very low shutter speed and extremely high exposure. Colors became vibrant and spilled out of
objects’ borders. As I looked around the room, the red hue of Jack’s wooden bed frame, the blue
of his laptop screen, the white of his bedroom walls, all of it smeared across my plane of sight.
The physical world took on a fluid tone, like the surface of the ocean. Images overlapped and bled
together. Soon it was impossible to distinguish between objects and people. My chest was tight,
the hallucinations overwhelming. For a moment, I regretted my decision.
There is a moment in every serious psychedelic experience—that is, an experience not
confined to just giggles and minor hallucinations, but one that fully immerses you—that may be
called “the fear.” It comes before the peak, and it is the realization that you are on an unstoppable
ride to an unknown place. It comes with the acknowledgement that, because hallucinations
have no boundaries, that unknown place can be infinitely hellish. The fear is compounded by
the multitudes of urban legends and antidrug campaigns proclaiming that you may very well
be marooned in that unknown, your own recklessness damning you to permanent psychosis.
Subsequently, it is during the fear that many people will claim:
a. “I am never doing drugs again.”
b. “I am fucking going insane.”
c. “I think I’m going to die.”
d. Nothing because they are too incapacitated to speak.
Paradoxically, the fear is part of the reason why serious psychedelics should be taken.
Psychedelics don’t reveal any mystical truth relating to the nature of the universe. Anyone who
has an “insight” while on the high end of a drug experience will try to hold onto it until they
return to reality so that they can share it with the rest of the world or use it to guide their own
lives, but that person will ultimately be left with impractical nonsense or some drab statement that
was already coined in the ‘60s, like “We are all one.” Psychedelics are only worthwhile because
they offer the last accessible route to the unknown. We are surrounded by concrete sidewalks and
paved streets. There aren’t any black spots left on the map. Even if you did gather the resources
to travel to a remote part of the world, media, information technology and globalization almost
certainly ensure that you’ll have a good sense of where you’re headed. Psychedelics are the final
frontier; they offer the thrill of the unknown.
Just as quickly as the fear had set on, it subsided. Any regrets were displaced by the sheer
intensity of the oncoming peak. A DMT trip is so fast it’s difficult to mentally keep pace with
what’s going on. It is the equivalent of compressing an eight-hour acid trip into fifteen minutes.
The come-up is so rapid that reality deteriorates right before your eyes within a matter of minutes.
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The entire trip has a sort of extreme velocity so that at its peak you are gone, like a rollercoaster
racing up an incline that goes sailing off the tracks when it reaches the apex. While peaking, I
was no longer in Jack’s bedroom in his father’s apartment in the Financial District. I wasn’t with
him, Boris, and Zoe. I was caught on the opposite side of a kaleidoscope, swimming through an
ocean of three-dimensional, neon-colored fractal patterns. I heard the strange music of a thousand
different frequencies, each corresponding to a color before me. I was overcome with a warm
buzzing sensation, sort of like sitting on a dryer, but with each atom of my being vibrating along.
My immersion in this overwhelming hallucination didn’t last long. Those strange
frequencies began to quiet as the colors receded into the background, colors which eventually
revealed themselves to belong to the furniture of Jack’s room. The world was still fluid and its
coloring was off, but second by second everything was falling back into place. Objects returned to
their original shapes. Upon returning to reality, I immediately had two thoughts:
1. “What the fuck was that?”
2. “Did I just shit my pants?”
I felt wet all over, like I had been dunked into a tub of cold water. Jack, Boris, and Zoe
were all silent and expectantly staring at me. I was still unable to move, but felt compelled to say
something.
“I feel like God just punched me in the face” was the only thing I could say to summarize
my confusion and the sense of awe I felt regarding the ethereal hallucinations. I complained to
Zoe that I was soaked in sweat, but after running a finger across my arm she replied that I was
bone dry. I eventually got to my feet and staggered to the bathroom where I checked my pants
and, thankfully, found them unsoiled.
At this point the trip had almost completely subsided, although the world retained
a pleasant velvet texture. Passing through the living room on the way to Jack’s bedroom, I
watched a few minutes of a basketball game on television. Though the game was completely
incomprehensible to me, I was drawn to the television’s violet, fluid aura. For the rest of the day
I felt a subtle optimism, a glowing that exuded from the illuminated world around me, but also
from within myself.
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Viktoriya Syrov

E d i t o r- i n - C h i e f

Viktoriya unexpectedly landed in the pilot seat of Encounters immediately upon
disembarkation from her plane from London. After a semester abroad, she was handed
the impossible task of filling Jana’s remarkable shoes, and picking up the pieces of the
magazine that the graduated team had left behind. After surviving on more than five
cups of tea a day, she sees the completion of this issue as a testament to the strength of
the creative drive even during times of great distress.

Arvind Dilawar

Managing Editor

Arvind writes short stories, plays in a band, and works for a blog. He basically does
nothing of use, but sort of likes it that way.

Olga Ryabaya

Business Manager

Olga is a mythical creature who sporadically appears in the Encounters office to take care
of all the financial concerns involved with running such a high-stakes operation. She has
a magic wand that she carries diligently in her back pocket, and which she uses to charm
away all impending financial doom. Incredibly generous with her time, she has been
involved with the magazine for three semesters, and without her this issue would certainly
not exist.
contact info
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Michelle Cruz

S r. C r e a t i v e D i r e c t o r

A blinding light at the end of the tunnel. A splash on the floor. An ear-splitting cry.
Michelle Cruz is born. Michelle loves to see the world through a shutter, one click at a
time. For her, life is nothing but a series of faded photo albums that can only be recovered
by the human imagination. Is she crazy? Maybe, but Freud is a bit of a douche. Michelle
Cruz: woman warrior, fashion philanthropist, and is willing to clean toilets.
							

Jou-Man Huang

Written by Ann Kim

Creative Director

Jouman, aka, Erica stalked the former creative director for an entire semester to get
this spot. Her determination to get what she wants can sometimes freak people out. To
increase her productivity, one only needs to feed her red wine. Her cooking and baking
skills are infamous, and she makes dumplings and cream puffs from scratch. Oh, and
she also draws really well.

Helen Xue

Creative Director

Helen Xue (“Shu-ay,” not “shoe”) is a typical girl. born and raised in NYC. Although
she isn’t majoring in the art of manga, she enthusiastically treks to expand her artistic
endeavors. All things cute, cuddly or quirky – ranging from kittens to tofu plushies –
fuel her glee bar. You’ll sometimes find her ogling at a website, frantically demanding
her nearest, unsuspecting friend to take a look and then shaking them vigorously in those
moments of zeal. If you meet her and this should happen, it is suggested that you walk
away quickly, lest you become her next victim. Also, beware of her surprise bear attacks
hugs.
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Written by Tsugumi Yamano

Rebecca Forbes

Poetry Editor

Rebecca is an English literature major. A senior at Baruch, she has spent much of her
commute from Connecticut thinking about what she’s going to do when she graduates. She
really wants to get a job in publishing (no scoffing, she’s serious). If anyone who is reading
this is hiring, please find her! She will be very grateful and may one day write a book about
you. This is her third semester as a poetry editor for Encounters.

Lisa Fraser

Poetry Editor

Lisa Fraser dances to the beat of her own drum, but she will also occasionally dance to
the beat of a tassa drum or steel pan. Between the space of daydreaming and writing, she
often bumps into reality without realizing what had happened. Yet, she manages to keep up
with the world by sneaking peeks of what people read next to her on the train. Two of Jack
Kerouac’s list of essentials – scribbled secret notebooks and wild typewritten pages for yr
own joy, be in love with yr life – have helped her to remain inspired.

Yelena Kozachkova

Poetry Editor

Yelena likes to think she is typically atypical so others whet with appetite. Often she is found
prowling the halls of Baruch in search of free food; for her there’s no such thing as a priced
lunch. A biochemistry and English major, she spends her spare time spilling dangerous
byproducts of retro and organic synthesis reactions while taunting her victims with Oscar
Wilde epigrams.
“How vain it is to sit down to write when you have not stood up to live.” - Henry David Thoreau

Angela Melamud

Poetry Editor

Angela’s lasting position as beloved poetry editor has finally reached its crest, and although
she is deeply heartbroken that Vikki has already found her replacement, she’ll forever keep
the memories of her years at Encounters close to her bosom.
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Britny Kutuchief

Fiction Editor

Britny is a New York transplant hailing from the town of Akron in the great state of Ohio, the heart
of it all. She hopes one day to own a number of air-cooled Volkswagens, learn the craft of calligraphy
and marry a Lebanese man. In the meantime, she spends her time Facebooking, actively defending the
existence of unicorns, and eating avocados. It is her third year at Baruch and first semester as a fiction
editor for Encounters.

Rachel Vincent

Fiction Editor

Rachel finds writing in the third person awkward and strange. Honestly, who decided that the best way
to write about oneself is to write like a biographer, or a stalker well versed in one’s resume? To clarify:
Rachel Vincent is 20 years old, and thus she does not have a biographer. She is fairly certain she does not
have a stalker, either. She is writing this herself. And, since she has almost exhausted her word limit, she
would describe herself as a poem-writing, sketchbook toting, comic book reading, music-addicted, highly
opinionated, zombie loving human being, so there.

Michael Wursthorn

Non-Fiction Editor

Michael is a senior journalism major, looking to embark on a newspaper-writing career. Besides editing for
Encounters, he writes for The Ticker and freelances for the Daily News covering high school sports. Upon
graduation, he hopes to end up at one of New York’s many daily newspapers covering a political beat.

Sylvester Arenas

Non-Fiction Editor

“But then again when surrounded by trillions, yes trillions of people, animals and things, I only have eyes
for my page.”									
– Anonymous
“I love you as one loves certain dark things, secretly, between the shadow and the soul.” – Pablo Neruda

Britt Yu

Copy Editor

Britt is a journalism major hoping to make a living looking out for commas, periods and the other many,
MANY rules of English grammar that people don’t think about when writing. She likes polishing other
people’s work more than writing her own pieces, but she could probably write halfway decently at least.
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